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We survey summation theorems for generalized bibasic hypergeometric series
found recently by Chu and perfected by Macdonald. These contain arbitrary
sequences of parameters, and generalize bibasic summation theorems found by
Gosper, Gasper, and Rahman. They also contain a host of matrix inversions, for
infinite lower-triangular matrices, including those found by Gould, Hsu, Carlitz,
and Krattenthaler. Further special cases of Krattenthaler’s theorem are Andrews’
matrix formulation of the Bailey Transform and Bressoud’s and Gasper’s inver-
sions. We extend the telescoping arguments used for bibasic summation theorems
to provide U(n+1) extensions of Gosper’s and Gasper’s bibasic summation
theorems. Special cases include U(n+1) extensions of Carlitz’s and Gasper’s matrix
inversions. Further specializations correspond to the U(n+1) Bailey Transform
and U(n+1) Bressoud matrix inversion found previously by Milne. Applications
include U(n+1) transformation and expansion formulas, and a U(n+1) extension
of a q-analogue of Abel’s Binomial Theorem. This q-analogue is different from those
found by Jackson and Johnson.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In 1973, Gould and Hsu [28] inverted an infinite lower-triangular
matrix and Carlitz [18] found its q-analogue. Over the years, several
people rediscovered special cases of these inversions and found them useful
in the study of basic hypergeometric series. Perhaps the most useful spe-
cialization of Carlitz’s matrix inversion is the celebrated Bailey Transform
[12, 13], as formulated by Andrews in [7]. The bibasic matrix inversion
employed by Gessel and Stanton in [26, 27] to provide q-analogues of
Lagrange inversion is also a specialization of Carlitz’s theorem. Al-Salam
and Verma [3] rediscovered this bibasic inversion in the form of an
orthogonality relation. Bressoud [17] extended the Bailey Transform by
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adding another parameter, and Gasper [22] found a bibasic matrix inver-
sion which reduces to Bressoud’s inversion when the two bases, p and q,
are set equal to each other. The Bailey Transform, the p=q case of
the GesselStanton matrix, and Bressoud’s matrix inversion have been
extended by Milne [50] to the setting of multiple series very-well-poised
on the unitary groups U(n+1). In this paper, we provide a U(n+1)
generalization of Carlitz’s matrix inversion, and similarly extend Gasper’s
inversion.
Matrix inversions are usually special cases of more general summation
theorems, and indeed often motivate their discovery. For example, Gosper
extended the bibasic matrix inversion which Gessel and Stanton found so
useful; see [22]. This prompted Gasper’s [22] and Gasper and Rahman’s
[24, 25] bibasic generalizations of Gosper’s sum. While Gosper’s sum is a
bibasic extension of the Bailey Transform, the matrix inversion implied by
Gasper and Rahman’s results extend Bressoud’s two-parameter generaliza-
tion of the Bailey Transform.
However, these summation theorems do not contain Carlitz’s inversion
as a special case. The inversion theorem of Gould and Hsu, and its
q-analogue by Carlitz, contains an arbitrary sequence of parameters.
Indeed, Krattenthaler [40] inverted an even more general matrix which
contains two arbitrary sequences as parameters. All the matrix inversions
mentioned above, including those of Bressoud and Gasper, are special
cases of Krattenthaler’s matrix inversion. Further ahead in this section, we
present an extension of Kratenthaler’s matrix inversion to a general sum-
mation theorem, first found by Chu [19].
In Section 2 of this paper, we provide similar generalizations of Gasper
and Rahman’s results from [24, Sect. 3.6]. We also present Macdonald’s
[41] generalizations of Chu’s identities, which he communicated to us after
seeing an earlier version of this paper. This updates Sect. 3.6 of Gasper and
Rahman’s book [24].
The main purpose of this paper is to find U(n+1) generalizations of the
bibasic summation theorems of Gosper and Gasper [22]. As special cases
of our results in Sect. 3 we obtain the U(n+1) generalizations of Carlitz’s
and Gasper’s inversions mentioned earlier. The p=q case of our U(n+1)
bibasic summation theorems was found by Milne [46, 50].
In Sect. 4 we apply our results to extend Gasper’s analysis in [22] to
find a U(n+1) quadbasic transformation formula. We also extend two
expansion formulas from [22]; see also [24, Sect. 3.7]. Previous multi-
variable extensions of these expansion formulas were shown to be equiv-
alent to the one-variable formulas by Gasper; see [22].
As our final application, we apply the U(n+1) extension of Carlitz’s
matrix inversion in Sect. 5 of this paper. Chu and Hsu [20] pointed out
that the binomial theorem may be combined with the GouldHsu inversion
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to yield Abel’s generalization of the binomial theorem. We use this observa-
tion to find a U(n+1) generalization of Abel’s binomial theorem [1, 56]:
:
m
y=0 \
m
y + (w& y)m& y&1 (z+ y) y=w&1(z+w+m)m. (1.1)
Following Chu and Hsu’s proof, we find a U(n+1) generalization of a
q-analogue of (1.1). This q-analogue is different from the q-analogues of
Abel’s identity found by Jackson [37] and Johnson [38]. Multinomial
extensions of Abel’s identity were considered by Hurwitz [36]; see the
exposition in [56].
The proofs of our U(n+1) bibasic summation theorems make extensive
use of the existing theory of U(n+1) basic hypergeometric series. We rely
on partial fraction expansions; a U(n+1) refinement of the q-binomial
theorem; a U(n+1) terminating, balanced 3 ,2 summation theorem; and a
U(n+1) terminating, balanced 8,7 summation theorem [46]. These
summation theorems and two useful lemmas from [50] are compiled in
Appendix A of this paper. Essentially, we are able to extend the telescoping
arguments in [24], even though the precise analysis is different. In one
variable, the corresponding proofs seem somewhat tricky, but are naturally
motivated by the multivariable analysis.
The theory of multiple basic hypergeometric series very-well-poised over
the unitary groups U(n+1), or equivalently An , has been studied exten-
sively in [21, 29, 32, 4350, 53, 54]. The series in [44] was strongly
motivated by certain applications of mathematical physics and the unitary
groups U(n+1), or equivalently An , in [15, 16, 33, 34]. Gustafson
[30, 31] has extended the unitary very-well-poised concept to the other
classical groups. Both types of series are directly related to the corre-
sponding Macdonald identities, see [30, 31, 43].
In summary, the development of U(n+1) basic hypergeometric series
may be organized as follows: The U(n+1) terminating very-well-poised 6,5
summation theorems [44] may be proved using q-difference equations
arising from the Lagrange interpolation formulaand partial fraction
expansions [44, 45]. The 6,5 summation theorems may in turn be
specialized to obtain the matrix formulation of the Bailey Transform. The
Bailey transform is then applied to the 6,5 summation theorems to derive
the U(n+1) terminating, balanced 3 ,2 summation theorems, whose special
cases include U(n+1) q-Gauss summation theorems, q-ChuVandermonde
theorems, and U(n+1) q-binomial theorems [50]. An analytic conti-
nuation argument applied to a U(n+1) q-binomial theorem yields the
U(n+1) extension of Ramanujan’s 1 1 sum, and Gustafson’s 66 summa-
tion [29] turns out to be the next higher dimensional version of the
11 sum. The Bailey transform coupled with the balanced 3 ,2 summation
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theorems yields the U(n+1) Bailey Lemma, whichupon iterationgives
the U(n+1) generalization of Watson’s q-analogue of Whipple’s transfor-
mation formula. Special and limiting cases include the nonterminating 6,5
summation, the U(n+1) extension of the terminating balanced 8,7 sum-
mation theorem, and the RogersRamanujanSchur identities. A classical
interchange of summation argument leads to the U(n+1) 10 ,9 trans-
formation formulas [54]. Important limiting cases include the U(n+1)
generalization of Bailey’s nonterminating extension of Watson’s transfor-
mation. Most of these results have been surveyed in [46].
This paper is a part of the first author’s Ph.D. thesis [14], written under
the direction of the second author.
In the rest of this section, we introduce generalized bibasic hyper-
geometric series.
We follow the usual convention in defining products as
AkAk+1 } } } Am if mk
‘
m
j=k
Aj :={1 if m=k&1 (1.2)(Am+1Am+2 } } } Ak&1)&1 if mk&2.
Next, we recall the definition of the q-rising factorial. Let q be a complex
number such that |q|<1. Define
(:; q) := ‘
k0
(1&:qk) (1.3a)
and, for any integer m,
(:; q)m := ‘
m&1
k=0
(1&:qk) (1.3b)
=(:; q)(:qm; q) . (1.3c)
Classical (one-variable) basic hypergeometric series with r numerator
parameters a1 , ..., ar and s denominator parameters b1 , ..., bs , and with base
q are determined by
Definition 1.4 ( r,s Basic Hypergeometric Series).
r,s _a1 , ..., arb1 , ..., bs ; q, z&
:= :

y=0
(a1 ; q)y (a2; q)y } } } (ar ; q)y
(q; q)y (b1; q)y } } } (bs ; q)y
[(&1) y q(
y
2)]1+s&r z y, (1.5)
with ( y2)= y( y&1)2, where q{0 when r>s+1. The parameters b1 , ..., bs
are such that the denominator factors in the terms of the series (1.5) are
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never zero. Since (q&m; q)y=0, if y=m+1, m+2, ..., an r,s series ter-
minates if one of its numerator parameters is of the form q&m with
m=0, 1, 2, ..., and q{0.
The factor [(&1) y q(
y
2)]1+s&r appears, for example, in the recent works
[10, 24]. They want the series in (1.5) to remain in the same form (with r
replaced by r&1) under the limiting case ar   and with z replaced by
zar . Earlier works, such as [11, 58], did not have this factor. However, we
only need to add enough zero parameters in order to rewrite any earlier
summation theorems in this new form.
Basic hypergeometric series are surveyed in, for example, [46, 8, 11, 24,
58]. Whenever possible, we will refer to Gasper and Rahman’s text [24]
for standard theorems.
The summation theorems for terminating 3,2 , 6,5 , and 8,7 require that
the parameters satisfy additional conditions of being balanced andor very-
well-poised. An r+1 ,r is called k-balanced if b1 } } } br=a1 } } } ar+1qk and
z=q, and a 1-balanced series is called ‘‘balanced’’ (or Saalschu tzian). An
r+1 ,r series is ‘‘well-poised’’ if qa1=a2b1= } } } =ar+1br . It is called ‘‘very-
well-poised’’ if it is well-poised and if a2=q - a1 and a3=&q - a1 .
We begin by writing the matrix inversion employed in [3, 26, 27] as the
orthogonality relation
:
N
y=0
(1&ap yq y)(a; p)y (q&N; q)y
(1&a)(apqN; p)y (q; q)y
qNy=$N, 0 , (1.6)
where $N, 0 is the familiar Kronecker delta. Equation (1.6) is a bibasic iden-
tity. When the two bases, p and q, are set equal to each other we obtain
the very-well-poised 4 ,3 summation theorem [24, Eq. 2.3.4, p. 34].
Rahman [55] gave an alternate proof of this theorem by splitting the
sum in (1.6) into two parts using
1&ap yq y
1&ap y
=q y+
1&q y
1&ap y
, (1.7)
and then using the q-binomial theorem on the two resulting sums. Gasper
was able to extend Rahman’s proof to generalize (1.6) to an infinite series.
Gosper observed that the sum side of both these results telescoped, and
derived the indefinite summation formula [24, Eq. II.34, p. 240]:
:
N
y=0
(1&ap yq y)(a; p)y (c; q)y
(1&a)(apc; p)y (q; q)y
1
c y
=
(ap; p)N (cq; q)N
(apc; p)N (q; q)N
1
cN
. (1.8)
If N  , then the series converges if |1c|<1, and we obtain Gasper’s
extension of (1.6). On the other hand, if c=q&N, then we obtain (1.6),
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provided N is a nonnegative integer. The sequence of events leading to the
discovery of (1.8) is explained in [22].
Krattenthaler derived his generalization of Carlitz’s matrix inversion in
1989, using methods he developed in [39]. Shortly thereafter, it was
rediscovered in [19], using telescoping methods. An elementary proof may
also be found in [51]. Krattenthaler’s [40] matrix inversion may be
rewritten as the orthogonality relation:
:
N
y=0
b0&by ay
b0&b0 a0
‘
y&1
j=0
(1&aj)(b0&b0bj bN)
‘
N
j=1
(1&ajbNb0)(b0&bj)
\bNb0+
y
=$N, 0 . (1.9)
The special cases bj = j and bj =q j are equivalent to Gould and Hsu’s
matrix inversion and Carlitz’s q-analogue, respectively. In addition, if we
set aj =ap j and bj =q j for all j, we obtain (1.6).
Identity (1.9) may be extended to the summation theorem [19]:
Theorem 1.10 (Chu). Let (ai), (bi) be arbitrary sequences, c be indeter-
minate, N be a nonnegative integer, and suppose that none of the denominators
in (1.11) vanish. Then
:
N
y=0
b0&byay
b0&b0a0
‘
y&1
j=0
(1&aj)(b0&bjc)
‘
y
j=1
(1&ajc)(b0&bj)
1
c y
= ‘
N
j=1 _
(1&aj)(b0&bjc)
(1&ajc)(b0&bj)&
1
cN
. (1.11)
Note that by setting c=b0 bN in (1.11), we obtain Krattenthaler’s
orthogonality in (1.9). Moreover, we obtain Gosper’s sum (1.8) by setting
aj=ap j and bj=q j, for all j in (1.11).
Macdonald has generalized (1.11) still further:
Theorem 1.12 (Macdonald). Let (ai), (bi), and (ci) be arbitrary sequences,
let N be a nonnegative integer, and suppose that none of the denominators in
(1.13) vanish. Then
:
N
y=0
(b0&by ay)(1&cy)
(b0&b0a0)(1&c0)
‘
y&1
j=0
(1&aj)(b0&bjcj)
‘
y
j=1
cj (1&aj cj)(b0&bj)
= ‘
N
j=1 _
(1&aj)(b0&bjcj)
cj (1&ajcj)(b0&bj)& . (1.13)
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The series we introduce has
‘
y
j=1
(b0&bj)&1 (1.14)
as a factor; when y is a negative integer then (1.14) becomes zero in view of
(1.2). Thus the series is naturally terminated from below. Similar remarks
apply to the factor (q; q)y in the denominator of the series in (1.5).
2. GENERALIZED BIBASIC HYPERGEOMETRIC SERIES
In this section we prove Theorem 1.10 and give generalizations similar to
Gasper’s and Gasper and Rahman’s extensions of (1.8) in [24, Section 3.6],
first found by Chu in [19]. Our multivariable analysis in Section 3 is an
extension of the methods presented here. We also present Macdonald’s
[41] generalization of Chu’s results and survey some matrix inversions
which follow from these results. This updates Section 3.6 of Gasper and
Rahman’s book [24].
Our proofs of these results involve frequent use of tricks such as (1.7).
All theseand their multivariable extensionsmay be systemized as
special cases of the partial fraction decomposition:
‘
m
j=1
(1&txj yj)
(1&txj)
=y1 y2 } } } ym+ :
m
j=1
Vj
(1&txj)
, where (2.1a)
Vj :=
‘
m
i=1
(1&yixi xj)
‘
m
i=1
i{ j
(1&xixj)
. (2.1b)
Partial fraction decompositions have played a significant role in the
study of multivariate hypergeometric series; for a proof and some applica-
tions of (2.1) to U(n+1) basic hypergeometric series see [45].
We now proceed with the
Proof of Theorem 1.10. To prove Theorem 1.10 we show that the sum
telescopes. We consider a piece of the summand, see (2.2) below, and split
it into two pieces using a simplification similar to (1.7). Another applica-
tion of a similar trick, allows us to write (2.2) as a difference of two
products in (2.7). This rewriting motivates the rest of the products, see
(2.8) below, which the summand should have in order to telescope.
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We start by considering
‘
y&1
j=0
b0&bj c)
‘
y
j=1
(b0&bj)
(b0&ayby)
(1&ay)
. (2.2)
Next we split up (2.2) into two parts by using
b0&ay by
1&ay
=by+
b0&by
1&ay
. (2.3)
In this manner we find that (2.2) equals
‘
y&1
j=0
(b0&bjc)
‘
y
j=1
(b0&bj)
by+
‘
y&1
j=0
(b0&bjc)
‘
y
j=1
(b0&bj)
(b0&by)
(1&ay)
. (2.4)
We now rewrite the second term in (2.4) as
‘
y&1
j=0
(b0&bjc)
‘
y
j=1
(b0&bj)
(b0&by)
(1&ay)
=&(b0 c) ‘
y&1
j=1
(b0&bjc)
(b0&bj)
(2.5a)
__1&1c1&ay & . (2.5b)
Note that
1&1c
1&ay
=
1&ayc
1&ay
&
1
c
. (2.6)
Using (2.6) to expand (2.5) into two parts, and adding to the first term in
(2.4), we see that (2.2) equals
b0 _‘
y
j=1
(b0&bjc)
(b0&bj)
&
c(1&ayc)
(1&ay)
‘
y&1
j=1
(b0&bjc)
(b0&bj) & . (2.7)
Next we multiply (2.2) and (2.7) by
‘
y
j=1 _
1&aj
1&ajc&
1
b0 c y
, (2.8)
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to obtain:
(b0&ayby)
(b0&a0b0)
‘
y&1
j=0
[(1&aj)(b0&bjc)]
‘
y
j=1
[(b0&bj)(1&ajc)]
1
c y
={‘
y
j=1 _
(1&aj)(b0&bjc)
(b0&bj)(1&aj c)&
1
c y
& ‘
y&1
j=1 _
(1&aj)(b0&bjc)
(b0&bj)(1&ajc)&
1
c y&1= . (2.9)
Note that the left hand side of (2.9), which is obtained by multiplying (2.2)
by (2.8), is the summand in (1.11). The factors (2.8) are motivated by our
desire to make the summand telescope and equal 1 when y=0. We now
sum from y=0 to N to obtain Theorem 1.10. K
Remark. Note that both (2.3) and (2.6) follow from the partial fraction
lemma in (2.1). Equation (2.3) follows from the m=1, t=ay , x1=1,
y1=by b0 case of (2.1). On the other hand, setting m=1, t=ay , x1=1,
y1=1c in (2.1) yields (2.6).
Remark. In the proof of Theorem 1.10, our starting point (2.2) is some-
what unmotivated. However, (2.2) and our use of (2.3) and (2.6) is quite
natural in the multivariable setting; see the proof of Theorem 3.1.
As we have mentioned before, Theorem 1.10 is a generalization of Gosper’s
sum (1.8). Gasper [22] extended Gosper’s sum by adding one more free
parameter, by using a telescoping argument. Gasper’s bibasic identity may
be generalized to
Theorem 2.10 (Chu). Let (ai), (bi) be arbitrary sequences, c and d be
indeterminate, and N be a nonnegative integer, and suppose that none of the
denominators in (2.11) vanish. Then
:
N
y=0
(b0&ayby)(by&ayb0 d )
(b0&a0b0)(b0&a0b0 d )
‘
y&1
j=0
[(1&aj)(1&aj d )(b0&bjc)(b0&bj dc)]
‘
y
j=1
[(b0&bj)(b0&bjd )(1&aj c)(1&ajcd )]
= ‘
N
j=1 _
(1&aj)(1&aj d )(b0&bjc)(b0&bjdc)
(b0&bj)(b0&bjd )(1&ajc)(1&ajcd )& (2.11)
Remark. Macdonald has generalized (2.11) still further, see our remarks
after Theorem 2.29.
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Remark. Taking the limit as d  0 in Theorem 2.10, we obtain 1.10.
Proof of Theorem 2.10. The proof of Theorem 2.10 follows the same
model as that of Theorem 1.10. We show that the sum in (2.11) telescopes.
First we split (2.12) below, using (2.3) as before. We write the first of these
two products as a difference of two products. An application of the partial
fraction decomposition (2.1) on the other piece allows us to write (2.12) as
a difference of two products. As before, this motivates the choice of the rest
of the products comprising the summand, and we obtain Theorem 2.10 by
telescoping.
Consider
‘
y&1
j=0
[(b0&bj c)(b0&bj dc)]
‘
y
j=1
[(b0&bj)(b0&bjd)]
(b0&ayby)
(1&ay)
. (2.12)
We use (2.3) to split up (2.12) into two parts, and obtain
‘
y&1
j=0
[(b0&bjc)(b0&bj dc)]
‘
y
j=1
[(b0&bj)(b0&bjd )]
by (2.13a)
+
‘
y&1
j=0
[(b0&bjc)(b0&bj dc)]
‘
y
j=1
[(b0&bj)(b0&bj d )]
(b0&by)
(1&ay)
. (2.13b)
We now consider (2.13a) and (2.13b) separately. It is not difficult to
observe that (2.13a) equals, for y0,
b0 _‘
y
j=1
(b0&bjc)(b0&bjdc)
(b0&bj)(b0&bjd)
& ‘
y&1
j=1
(b0&bjc)(b0&bjdc)
(b0&bj)(b0&bjd ) & . (2.14)
Next, we first rewrite (2.13b) as
&\b
2
0
by+ ‘
y&1
j=1
(b0&bjc)(b0&bjdc)
(b0&bj)(b0&bj d )
(2.15a)
__ (1&cd )(1&1c)(1&ay)(1&b0 byd )& . (2.15b)
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Note that by the m=2, t=ay , x1=1, x2=b0 byd, y1=1c, y2=bycb0
case of the partial fraction lemma (2.1), we may write (2.15b) as
(1&ayc)(1&ay cd)
(1&ay)(1&ayb0 byd )
&
by
b0
&
(1&bycb0)(1&bydb0 c)
(1&ay b0 byd)(1&by db0)
. (2.16)
Substituting for (2.15b) from (2.16), and adding to (2.14), we find that
(2.12) equals
b20
(by&ayb0 d ) {(1&ay d ) ‘
y
j=1
(b0&bjc)(b0&bjdc)
(b0&bj)(b0&bj d )
&
(1&aycd )(1&ayc)
(1&ay)
‘
y&1
j=1
(b0&bjc)(b0&bjdc)
(b0&bj)(b0&bjd ) = , (2.17)
where we used the simplification
1+
(b0&by)
(by&ay b0 d)
=
(b0&ayb0 d )
(by&ay b0 d )
.
Next we multiply (2.12) and (2.17) by
(by&ayb0 d )
b20
‘
y
j=1
(1&aj) ‘
y&1
j=1
(1&ajd )
‘
y
j=1
[(1&ajc)(1&ajcd )]
. (2.18)
In this manner we obtain, for y0,
(b0&ay by)(by&ayb0 d )
(b0&a0 b0)(b0&a0b0 d )
‘
y&1
j=0
[(1&aj)(1&ajd )(b0&bjc)(b0&bjdc)]
‘
y
j=1
[(b0&bj)(b0&bjd )(1&ajc)(1&aj cd)]
={‘
y
j=1 _
(1&aj)(1&ajd )(b0&bjc)(b0&bj dc)
(b0&bj)(b0&bj d )(1&ajc)(1&ajcd)&
& ‘
y&1
j=1 _
(1&aj)(1&ajd )(b0&bjc)(b0&bjdc)
(b0&bj)(b0&bj d)(1&aj c)(1&ajcd )&= . (2.19)
Note that the left hand side of (2.19), which is obtained by multiplying
(2.12) by (2.18), is the summand in (2.11). The factors (2.18) make this
summand telescope and equal 1 when y=0. We now sum from y=0 to N
to obtain Theorem 2.10. K
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If we set aj =ap j, bj =q j, and d [ ab in (2.11), we obtain a bibasic sum-
mation formula due to Gasper [22; 24, Eq. 3.6.7, p. 71], which is:
:
N
y=0
(1&ap yq y)(1&bp yq&y)
(1&a)(1&b)
(a; p)y (b; p)y (c; q)y (abc; q)y
(q; q)y (aqb; q)y (apc; p)y (bcp; p)y
q y
=
(ap; p)N (bp; p)N (cq; q)N (aqbc; q)N
(q; q)N (aqb; q)N (apc; p)N (bcp; p)N
. (2.20)
Gasper and Rahman [25; 24, Eq. 3.6.13, p. 72], extended this result to
a bilateral sum:
:
N
y=&M
(1&adp yq y)(1&bp ydqy)
(1&ad)(1&bd )
(a; p)y (b; p)y (c; q)y (ad 2bc; q)y
(dq; q)y (adqb; q)y (adpc; p)y (bcpd; p)y
q y
=
(1&a)(1&b)(1&c)(1&ad 2bc)
d(1&ad)(1&bd)(1&cd)(1&adbc)
_{ (ap; p)N (bp; p)N (cq; q)N (ad
2qbc; q)N
(dq; q)N (adqb; q)N (adpc; p)N (bcpd; p)N
&
(cad; p)M+1 (dbc; p)M+1 (1d; q)M+1 (bad; q)M+1
(1c; q)M+1 (bcad 2; q)M+1 (1a; p)M+1 (1b; p)M+1= . (2.21)
Motivated by (2.21), we may likewise extend Theorem 2.10. As pointed out
by Gasper and Rahman, (2.21) is equivalent to it’s M=0 special case. This
case of (2.21) may be generalized to
:
N
y=0
(1&aybye)(by&ayde)
(1&a0b0 e)(b0&a0de)
‘
y&1
j=0
[(1&aj)(1&aj d )(1&bjc)(1&bjde2c)]
‘
y
j=1
[(1&bje)(1&bj de)(1&ajec)(1&ajcde)]
=
(1&a0)(1&a0 d )(1&b0c)(1&b0 de2c)
e(1&a0 b0e)(1&ce)(b0&a0 de)(1&dec)
_{‘
N
j=1 _
(1&aj)(1&ajd)(1&bjc)(1&bjde2c)
(1&bje)(1&bjde)(1&ajec)(1&ajcde)&
&_(1&b0 e)(1&b0de)(1&a0ec)(1&a0 cde)(1&a0)(1&a0 d )(1&b0 c)(1&b0de2c) &= . (2.22)
Remark. The parameter e in (2.22) is not a free parameter. The
denominator factor > yj=1 (1&bj e) is chosen so that the series in (2.22)
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does not becomes zero when y is negative. Thus the series in (2.22) does
not terminate naturally for negative y. This may also be accomplished by
insisting that b0{1, when e=1. However, we have stated (2.22) in this
form, since important special cases have b0=1.
Identity (2.22) may be proved by extending the proof of Theorem 2.10.
After seeing an earlier version of this paper, Macdonald [41] gave an
elegant proof, which yields further generalizations of Chu’s results. We
reproduce Macdonald’s proof of (2.22) below.
We start by defining
uj :=(1&aj)(1&aj d )(1&bjc)(1&bjde2c), (2.23a)
vj :=(1&bje)(1&bjde)(1&aj ec)(1&aj cde), (2.23b)
and
wj :=e(1&aj bje)(bj &ajde)(1&ce)(1&dec). (2.23c)
Next, observe that
uj &vj=wj . (2.24)
To show that (2.24) holds, note that both sides of (2.24) are quadratic
polynomials in aj . Hence it is enough to verify that they agree for three
values of aj , for example aj =1, d, bjde, and this is immediate.
In the notation (2.23), the sum side of (2.22) may be written as
:
N
y=0
wy
w0
u0 u1 } } } uy&1
v1v2 } } } vy
. (2.25)
Finally, using (2.24) we find that (2.25) equals
:
N
y=0
u0
w0 \‘
y
j=1
uj
vj
& ‘
y&1
j=1
uj
vj+=
u0
w0 \
u1 } } } uN
v1 } } } vN
&
v0
u0+ , (2.26)
by telescoping and Definition (1.2). This completes the proof of (2.22).
Macdonald observed that c and d in (2.23) may be replaced by arbitrary
sequences cj and dj respectively. The rest of the proof goes through, and we
obtain
Theorem 2.27 (Macdonald). Let (ai), (bi), (cj), (dj) be arbitrary
sequences, e be an indeterminate, let N be a nonnegative integer, and suppose
that none of the denominators in (2.28) vanish. Then
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:
N
y=0 {(1&aybye)(by&aydy e)(1&cy e)(1&dy ecy)(1&a0b0e)(b0&a0d0 e)(1&c0 e)(1&d0ec0)
_
‘
y&1
j=0
[(1&aj)(1&ajdj)(1&bj cj)(1&bjdje2cj)]
‘
y
j=1
[(1&bje)(1&bjdje)(1&ajecj)(1&aj cj dj e)]=
=
(1&a0)(1&a0 d0)(1&b0 c0)(1&b0d0e2c0)
e(1&a0 b0 e)(b0&a0 d0e)(1&c0 e)(1&d0 ec0)
_{‘
N
j=1 _
(1&aj)(1&ajdj)(1&bjcj)(1&bjdj e2cj)
(1&bje)(1&bjdje)(1&ajecj)(1&ajcj dje)&
&_(1&b0 e)(1&b0d0 e)(1&a0ec0)(1&a0c0 d0e)(1&a0)(1&a0 d0)(1&b0c0)(1&b0d0e2c0) &= . (2.28)
Next, we show that Theorem 2.27 may be written in a seemingly more
general bilateral form, where the summation runs from &M to N, for M
a positive integer. Indeed we find that Theorem 2.27 is equivalent to
Theorem 2.29 (Macdonald). Let (ai), (bi), (cj), (dj) be arbitrary
sequences, e be an indeterminate, N and M be nonnegative integers, and sup-
pose that none of the denominators in (2.30) vanish. Then
:
N
y=&M {(1&aybye)(by&aydy e)(1&cye)(1&dy ecy)(1&a0b0 e)(b0&a0d0 e)(1&c0e)(1&d0 ec0)
_
‘
y&1
j=0
[(1&aj)(1&aj dj)(1&bjcj)(1&bj dje2cj)]
‘
y
j=1
[(1&bje)(1&bjdje)(1&ajecj)(1&ajcj dje)]=
=
(1&a0)(1&a0 d0)(1&b0 c0)(1&b0d0 e2c0)
e(1&a0b0 e)(b0&a0d0 e)(1&c0 e)(1&d0 ec0)
_{‘
N
j=1 _
(1&aj)(1&ajdj)(1&bjcj)(1&bjdje2cj)
(1&bje)(1&bjdje)(1&aj ecj)(1&ajcj dj e)&
& ‘
0
j= &M _
(1&bje)(1&bjdje)(1&ajecj)(1&ajcj dje)
(1&aj)(1&aj dj)(1&bj cj)(1&bjdj e2cj) &= . (2.30)
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Remark. The parameter e in (2.28) and (2.30) is not a free parameter,
see our remarks after Eq. (2.22).
Remark. Set bj [ bjb0 , and e=1 in Theorem 2.27 or in Theorem 2.29
to recover a generalization of Theorem 2.10. We may also set e [ 1b0 , and
cj [ cj b0 , with the same result. Further, if we set bj [ bjb0 , e=1, replace
dj by a constant d, and let d  0, we obtain Theorem 2.12.
Remark. If we set bj [ q j, aj [ ap j, cj [ c, dj [ ab, and e [ d in
Theorem 2.29, we obtain Gasper and Rahman’s bilateral bibasic formula
(2.21).
Proof. We first set N [ N+M in (2.28), and shift the index of the sum
down so that it runs from &M to N. Next observe that for M0 and y
an integer, we have
‘
y+M&1
j=0
Aj = ‘
M&1
j=0
Aj ‘
y+M&1
j=M
Aj . (2.31)
Using (2.31), and similar identities we may split the products from both
sides. Next, we divide both sides of the resulting identity by
{(1&aMbMe)(bM&aM de)(1&cM e)(1&dMecM)(1&a0b0e)(b0&a0de)(1&c0 e)(1&d0ec0)
_
‘
M&1
j=0
[(1&aj)(1&ajdj)(1&bj cj)(1&bjdj e2cj)]
‘
M
j=1
[(1&aj ecj)(1&ajcj dj e)(1&bje)(1&bj dje)]= .
Finally, we relabel aj [ aj&M , bj [ bj&M , cj [ cj&M , and dj [ dj&M to
obtain Theorem 2.29. K
We now write the c=b0 bN case of Theorem 2.10 as a matrix inversion,
which was found by Krattenthaler [40]. Note that with this specialization,
and when N [ m&k, the product side of Theorem 2.10 becomes $m, k , and
we obtain an orthogonality relation. Our goal is to recognize this as an
orthogonality relation corresponding to matrix inversion. After making the
substitutions indicated above in Theorem 2.10, we shift the index y to sum
from k to m, using the relation
:
m&k
y=0
A( y)= :
m
y=k
A( y&k). (2.32)
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Next we relabel the parameters by setting ai [ ai+k , bi [ bi+k , and
d [ db2k . After these changes Theorem 2.10 reduces to:
:
m
y=k
(1&ay by)(by&ay byd)
(1&akbk)(bk&akd)
_
‘
y&k&1
j=0
[(1&aj+k bk)(bk&aj+kd )(bm&bj+k)(1&bj+kbmd )]
‘
y&k
j=1
[(bk&bj+k)(1&bj+kbkd )(1&aj+kbm)(1&aj+kbm d )]
=$m, k .
(2.33)
Finally, we recognize (2.33) as
H(m, k) :
m
y=k
F(m, y) G( y, k)=$m, k , (2.34)
where
H(m, k)=
(1&ambm)
(1&akbk)
‘
m&1
j=k
[(1&bjbm)(1&bj bmd )]
‘
m
j=k+1
[(1&ajbm)(1&ajbmd )]
,
and F(m, k) and G(m, k) are defined in (2.36). Note that H(m, m)=1 and
H(m, k){0, and so may be cancelled from both sides of (2.34), and we find
that we have shown
Theorem 2.35 (Krattenthaler). Let (ak) and (bk) be arbitrary sequences,
and let d be an indeterminate such that none of the denominators in (2.36)
vanish. Further, let F=(F(m, k)) and G=(G(m, k)) be lower-triangular
matrices defined by
F(m, k) :=
1&akbk
1&ambm
‘
m
j=k+1
[(1&aj bm)(bm&aj d )]
‘
m&1
j=k
[(bm&bj)(1&bj bmd )]
(2.36a)
and
G(m, k) :=
bm&amd
bk&akd
‘
m&1
j=k
[(1&ajbk)(bk&ajd )]
‘
m
j=k+1
[(bk&bj)(1&bjbkd )]
. (2.36b)
Then, F an G are inverse matrices.
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If we set aj [ ap j, bj [ q j, and d [ ab in (2.36), we obtain an equiv-
alent formulation of Gasper’s matrix inversion, see [24, Eq. 3.6.18, p. 73].
On the other hand, by setting aj [ aq j, bj [ q j, and d [ b, we obtain
Bressoud’s [17] matrix inversion.
Some multiplication by diagonal matrices may be necessary before we
obtain these inversions in the form presented originally. More precisely,
suppose that D is an invertible diagonal matrix, and the diagonal matrix
D&1 is its inverse. Further, if F and G are inverses, then D&1G is the
inverse of FD. Note that diagonal matrices multiplied on the left contribute
factors that are functions of the row index m, and those on the right func-
tions of k. It is for this reason that equivalent matrix inversions may appear
very different; see [2, 56] and Lemma 5.11. However, it is easy to identify
matrix inversions by finding the corresponding orthogonality relations.
Note that Theorem 2.10 implies the orthogonality relation FG=I, where
F and G are as in (2.36). Since inverse matrices commute we also have
GF=I. To find out the other orthogonality, we write the sum
:
m
y=k
G(m, y) F( y, k)=$m, k (2.37)
explicitly, shift the index down by reversing the process in (2.32), set m [
N+k, ai [ ai&k b0 , and bi [ bi&k , and finally cancel
bN&aNd
b0&a0 d
from both sides of the resulting equation. In this manner we obtain
(1&a0)(b0&a0 b0 d )
_ :
N
y=0
‘
N&1
j=1
[(1&ajby b0)(by&ajb0d)]
‘
N
j=y+1
(by&bj) ‘
y&1
j=0
(by&bj)
(1&b2yd )
‘
N
j=0
(1&bjbyd )
=$N, 0 . (2.38)
If we set aj [ ap j&1, bj [ q j, and d [ ab in (2.38), we obtain Gasper’s
sum [24, Eq. 3.6.22, p. 73]:
\1&ap+\1&
b
p+ :
N
y=0
(aqy; p)N&1 (bq&y; p)N&1 (1&aq2yb)
(q; q)y (q; q)N&y (aq yb; q)N+1
(&1) y q(
y
2)=$N, 0 .
(2.39)
We finish this section by noting some special cases of the matrix inver-
sion and orthogonality results above. First note that if we set c=b0 bN in
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Theorem 1.10, we obtain the orthogonality relation (1.9). By a similar
calculation as above, we may write this relation as the matrix inversion
Theorem 2.40 (Krattenthaler). Let (ak) an (bk) be arbitrary sequences
such that none of the denominators in (2.41) vanish. Further, let F=
(F(m, k)) and G=(G(m, k)) be lower-triagnular matrices define by
F(m, k) :=
1&akbk
1&ambm
‘
m
j=k+1
(1&ajbm)
‘
m&1
j=k
(bm&bj)
(2.41a)
and
G(m, k) :=
‘
m&1
j=k
(1&ajbk)
‘
m
j=k+1
(bk&bj)
. (2.41b)
Then, F and G are inverse matrices.
Remark. This inversion is equivalent to the inversion in (2.36); see
[40]. The special case bk [ k of Krattenthaler’s inversion is equivalent to
the GouldHsu inversion in [28], while Carlitz’s [18] q-analogue is the
bj [ qk case of (2.41).
If we set aj [ ap j and bj [ q j and interchange F and G in (2.41), we
obtain Al-Salam and Verma’s [3] matrix inversion, as used in [26]. The
p=q case of this last inversion is equivalent to Andrew’s matrix formula-
tion of the Bailey Transform [7].
Once again, since inverse matrices commute, we may write the inversion
in (2.41) as
(1&a0) ‘
N
y=0
‘
N&1
j=1
(1&aj byb0)
‘
N
j=y+1
(by&bj) ‘
y&1
j=0
(by&bj)
=$N, 0 . (2.42)
By setting aj [ ap j&1 and bj [ q j, we obtain Al-Salam and Verma’s sum
[3]
\1&ap+ :
N
y=0
(aq y; p)N&1
(q; q)y (q; q)N&y
(&1) y q(
N&y
2 )=$N, 0 . (2.43)
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3. U(n+1) BIBASIC SUMMATION THEOREMS
In this section, we provide U(n+1) extensions of the bj [ q j case of
Theorem 1.10 and Theorem 2.10. Important special cases are U(n+1)
extensions of results due to Al-Salam and Verma, Gasper, and Gosper. We
also survey some U(n+1) matrix inversions, which are U(n+1) extensions
of Carlitz’s and Gasper’s results. Special cases include ther U(n+1) exten-
sions of the Bailey Transform and Bressoud’s matrix inversion in [50].
Our principal tools are: The partial fraction expansion in (2.1), the
U(n+1) q-binomial theorem, a U(n+1) q-PfaffSaalschu tz summation
theorem, and a U(n+1) q-Dougall summation theorem. These summation
theorems are collected in Appendix A.
To simplify our displays we employ the notation |y| for ( y1+ } } } +yn),
where y=( y1 , ..., yn). This notation is also applied to the vectors N and K.
We start with
Theorem 3.1. Let (ai) be an arbitrary sequence; c1 , ..., cn and x1 , ..., xn
be indeterminate; N be a nonnegative integer; and n1; and suppose that
none of the denominators in (3.2) vanish. Then
\ 1c1 } } } cn+
N (c1 } } } cnq; q)N
(q; q)N
‘
n
i=1
‘
N
j=1 _
1&
xi
xn
aj
1&
xi
xn
aj ci& (3.2a)
= :
0|y| N
y1 , ..., yn0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
cs ; q+yr
\q xrxs ; q+yr&
_ ‘
n
i=1 _
‘
|y|&1
j=0
1&
xi
xn
aj
‘
|y|
j=1
1&
xi
xn
aj ci& ‘ni=1 _
1&
xi
xn
qyia |y|
1&
xi
xn
a0 &
__\ 1c1 } } } cn+
|y|
q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn&= . (3.2b)
Remark. Theorem 3.1 is a U(n+1) extension of the bj [ q j case of
Chu’s sum in Theorem 1.10.
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Remark. After specializing the various parameters appropriately, we
may take the limit as q  1 in Theorem 3.1 to obtain an (ordinary) hyper-
geometric series identity. For an example of such a computation, see
Section 5. This remark applies to all our results in this paper.
Remark. We follow recent papers by Milne in choosing the notation for
our summation and transformation theorems. Occasionally, in applying
our results, it is useful to replace some parameters by their product with
xn , for example see Lemma 3.26.
If we set aj [ ap j in Theorem 3.1, we obtain a U(n+1) generalization of
Gosper’s sum in
Corollary 3.3 (A U(n+1) Generalization of Gosper’s Sum). Let a,
c1 , ..., cn , an x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate; N be a nonnegative integer; n1;
and suppose that none of the denominators in (3.4) vanish. Then
\ 1c1 } } } cn+
N (c1 } } } cnq; q)N
(q; q)N
‘
n
i=1
\xixn ap; p+N
\xixn apci ; p+N
(3.4a)
= :
0|y| N
y1 , ..., yn0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
cs ; q+yr
\q xrxs ; q+yr&
_ ‘
n
i=1 _ \
xi
xn
a; p+ |y|
\xixn apci ; p+ |y|& ‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
ap |y|q yi
1&
xi
xn
a &
__\ 1c1 } } } cn+
|y|
q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn&= . (3.4b)
Remark. When n=1, Corollary 3.3 reduces to Eq. (1.8). When p=q,
(3.4) is a special case of [50, Theorem 2.1].
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Before proving Theorem 3.1, we collect some of the ingredients we need.
The first is a partial fraction decomposition needed to expand the ‘‘very-
well-poised’’ part in (3.8b) below. In Eq. (2.1), the substitutions
m [ n;
xj [ xj , for j=1, 2, ..., n;
yj [ qyj, for j=1, 2, ..., n;
t [ aMxn ;
lead to the expansion
‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
q yiaM
1&
xi
xn
aM &=q |y|+ :nj=1
‘
1in \1&q
yi
xi
xj+
‘
i{ j
1in \1&
xi
xj+
1
1&
xj
xn
aM
. (3.5)
Another similar result is obtained from (2.1) via the substitutions
m [ n;
xj [ xj , for j=1, 2, ..., n;
yj [
1
cj
, for j=1, 2, ..., n;
t [ aM xn .
This leads to the simplification
:
n
j=1
‘
1in \1&
xi
xj
1
ci+
‘
i{ j
1in \1&
xi
xj+
1
1&
xj
xn
aM
= ‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
aM ci
1&
xi
xn
aM && 1c1 } } } cn . (3.6)
For economy of notation, we define
F[c1 , ..., cn ; x1 , ..., xn ; y1 , ..., yn]
:= ‘
1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
cs ; q+yr
\q xrxs ; q+yr& q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn.(3.7)
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The summation theorem in Eq. (A9), which is obtained by combining the
classical q-binomial theorem and its U(n+1) refinement, is used on several
occasions in our derivation.
We are now ready to begin the proof of Theorem 3.1. The proof of
Theorem 3.1 is accomplished by writing the n-fold sum in (3.2b) as a single
sum (3.19) which telescopes. We begin by considering the diagonal sum in
(3.2b); see (3.8) below. An application of the partial fraction expansion in
(3.5) allows us to write (3.8) as a sum of n+1 diagonal sums. The use of
(A9) on each of these leads to an application of (3.6). We are now able to
write the diagonal sum as a difference of two products in (3.17). This
expression motivates the rest of the factors the summand in (3.2b) must
have, see (3.18), in order to telescope. Our analysis is an extension of the
proof of Theorem 2.10, with bj [ q j.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We start by considering the diagonal sum
:
|y|=M
y1, ..., yn0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
qyr&ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
cs ; q+yr
\q xrxs ; q+yr& qy2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn(3.8a)
_ ‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
qyiaM
1&
xi
xn
aM &= . (3.8b)
Note that the products in (3.8a) are the same as in (3.7). We expand (3.8b)
using (3.5) and find that (3.8) may be written as
:
|y|=M
y1 , ..., yn0
F[c1 , ..., cn ; x1 , ..., xn ; y1 , ..., yn] q |y| (3.9a)
+ :
|y| =M
y1 , ..., yn0
F[c1 , ..., cn ; x1 , ..., xn ; y1 , ..., yn]
_ :
n
j=1
‘
1in \1&q
yi
xi
xj+
‘
i{ j
1in \1&
xi
xj+
1
1&
xj
xn
aM
. (3.9b)
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As in the one-variable case, we consider (3.9a) and (3.9b) separately. Using
(A9), we find that (3.9a) equals
qM
(c1 } } } cn ; q)M
(q; q)M
. (3.10)
Next we interchange the summation in (3.9b) and recognize the inner
sum as another instance of (A9). This observation requires
Lemma 3.11. For any fixed j, and with the notation in (3.7), we have
‘
1in \1&q
yi
xi
xj+ F[c1 , ..., cn ; x1 , ..., xn ; y1, ..., yn] (3.12a)
=(&c1 } } } cn) ‘
1in \1&
xi
xj
1
ci+
_F[..., ciq$ij, ...; ..., xiq$ij, ...; ..., yi&$ij , ...]. (3.12b)
Proof of Lemma 3.11. To prove Lemma 3.11, we simply compare both
sides of (3.12). First note that both sides are 0 when yj=0. The following
calculation serves to illustrate the type of calculations performed to com-
plete the proof. Consider
‘
1in \1&q
yi
xi
xj+ ‘
n
r, s=1
1
\q xrxs ; q+yr
(3.13a)
={ ‘r{ j, s{ j1r, sn 1\q xrxs ; q+yr ‘r{ j1rn
1
\xrxj ; q+yr
_
1
(q; q)yj&1
‘
s{ j
1sn
1
\q2 xjxs ; q+yj&1= (3.13b)
__ ‘s{ j1sn 1\1&q xjxs+ ‘r{ j1rn \1&xrxj+& . (3.13c)
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Note that the products in (3.13a) are in (3.12a), while the factors (3.13b)
are in (3.12b). After several such calculations, we cancel the extra factors
such as (3.13c) and obtain Lemma 3.11. K
We now consider (3.9b) and write it as a difference of products using
Lemma 3.11, (A9), and the simplification in (3.6).
First observe that in view of Lemma 3.11, we may interchange the sum
in (3.9b) and write it as
:
n
j=1
(&c1 } } } cn)
‘
1in \1&
xi
xj
1
ci+
‘
i{ j
1in \1&
xi
xj+
1
1&
xj
xn
aM
(3.14a)
_ :
|y|=M
y1 , ..., yn0
F[..., ciq$ij, ...; ..., xi q$ij, ...; ..., yi&$ij , ...]. (3.14b)
Using the cj [ cjq, xj [ xjq, N [ M&1 case of (A9), we may sum the
inner diagonal sum for each j and write (3.14) as
:
n
j=1
(&c1 } } } cn)
‘
1in \1&
xi
xj
1
ci+
‘
i{ j
1in \1&
xi
xj+
1
1&
xj
xn
aM
(qc1 } } } cn ; q)M&1
(q; q)M&1
. (3.15)
Finally, using (3.6) on (3.15) we obtain an expression for (3.9b)
(&c1 } } } cn)
(qc1 } } } cn ; q)M&1
(q; q)M&1 {‘ni=1 _
1&
xi
xn
aMci
1&
xi
xn
aM && 1c1 } } } cn= . (3.16)
We now add (3.16) to (3.10), and recall that (3.10) equals (3.9a). Since
(3.9) equals (3.8), we find that the diagonal sum in (3.8) equals
(qc1 } } } cn ; q)M
(q; q)M
&(c1 } } } cn)
(qc1 } } } cn ; q)M&1
(q; q)M&1
‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
aMci
1&
xi
xn
aM & , (3.17)
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where we used the simplification
1+qM
1&c1 } } } cn
1&qM
=
1&c1 } } } cnqM
1&qM
.
Note that this calculation is valid only for M>0, but (3.8) and (3.17) are
both 1 when M=0.
To finish the proof, we multiply (3.8) and (3.17) by
\ 1c1 } } } cn+
M
‘
n
i=1
‘
M
j=1 _
1&
xi
xn
aj
1&
xi
xn
aj ci& , (3.18)
and sum from M=0 to N, and find that the n-fold sum in (3.2b) may be
written as
:
N
M=0 {\ 1c1 } } } cn+M (c1 } } } cnq; q)M(q; q)M ‘ni=1 ‘Mj=1 _
1&
xi
xn
aj
1&
xi
xn
aj ci&
&\ 1c1 } } } cn+
M&1 (c1 } } } cnq; q)M&1
(q; q)M&1
‘
n
i=1
‘
M&1
j=1 _
1&
xi
xn
aj
1&
xi
xn
aj ci&= . (3.19)
Theorem 3.1 now follows by telescoping. K
Remark. The aM=0 case of the partial fraction expansion (3.5) is
equivalent to the fundamental Theorem 1.36 of [45], which was used to
find q-difference equations for U(n+1) series. Indeed, our proof of
Theorem 3.1 is an extension of the proof of (A9) in [43]. In our proof, we
have shown that the diagonal sum (3.8) is equal to the sum of (3.9a) with
(3.14). The difference equation for the sum side of (A9) may be obtained
from the aM=0 case of this equality. The induction argument in [43] to
show that the product side of (A9) satisfies this difference equation may be
obtained by examining (3.15) and (3.16), when aM=0.
We now generalize Theorem 3.1 by adding one more parameter in
Theorem 3.20. Let (ai) be an arbitrary sequence; c1 , ..., cn , d, and
x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate; N be a nonnegative integer; n1; and suppose
that none of the denominators in (3.21) vanish. Then
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{(c1 } } } cn q; q)N(q; q)N ‘ni=1 \
xi
xn
dq
ci
; q+N
\xixn dq; q+N
_ ‘
N
j=1 _ 1&ajd1&aj c1 } } } cnd & ‘
n
i=1
‘
N
j=1 _
1&
xi
xn
aj
1&
xi
xn
aj ci&= (3.21a)
= :
0|y| N
y1 , ..., yn0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
qyr&ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
cs ; q+yr
\q xrxs ; q+yr&
_ ‘
n
i=1
‘
|y|&1
j=0 _1&
xi
xn
aj&
‘
|y|
j=1 _1&
xi
xn
aj ci&
‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
q yia |y|
1&
xi
xn
a0 &
_
‘
|y| &1
j=0
[1&ajd]
‘
|y|
j=1 _1&aj
c1 } } } cn
d &
_1&q
&|y|a |y| d
1&a0 d &
_ ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
d
c1 } } } cn
; q+yi
\xixn dq; q+yi & qy1+2y2+ } } } +nyn= . (3.21b)
Remarks. Theorem 3.20 is a U(n+1) extension of the bj [ q j case of
Chu’s sum in Theorem 2.10. If we set d=0 or let d   in Theorem 3.20,
we obtain Theorem 3.1.
If we set aj [ ap j and d [ ab in Theorem 3.20, we obtain a U(n+1)
extension of Gasper’s bibasic sum in
Corollary 3.22 (A U(n+1) Generalization of Gasper’s Sum). Let
a, b, c1 , ..., cn and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate; N be a nonnegative integer;
n1; and suppose that none of the denominators in (3.23) vanish. Then
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(c1 } } } cn q; q)N (bp; p)N
(bc1 } } } cn p; p)N (q; q)N
‘
n
i=1 _ \
xi
xn
ap; p+N \
xi
xn
aq
bci
; q+N
\xixn apci ; p+N \
xi
xn
aq
b
; q+N& (3.23a)
= :
0|y|N
y1 , ..., yn0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
cs ; q+yr
\q xrxs ; q+yr&
_ ‘
n
i=1 _ \
xi
xn
a; p+ |y|
\xixn apci ; p+ |y|& ‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
ap |y|qyi
1&
xi
xn
a &
_
(b; p) |y|
(bc1 } } } cn p; p) |y| _
1&bp |y|q&|y|
1&b &
_ ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
a
bc1 } } } cn
; q+yi
\xixn
aq
b
; q+yi & qy1+2y2+ } } } +nyn= . (3.23b)
Remark. When n=1, (3.23) reduces to Eq. (2.20). When p=q, (3.23) is
a special case of Theorem A12.
Before proving Theorem 3.20, we collect together various ingredients
which we need. The first among these is the partial decomposition (3.5) we
used in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Another similar result is obtained from
(2.1) via the substitutions
m [ n+1;
xj [ xj , for j=1, 2, ..., n;
xn+1 [ xnq&Md;
yj [ 1cj , for j=1, 2, ..., n;
yn+1 [ c1 c2 } } } cnqM,
t [ aMxn .
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This leads to the simplification
:
n
j=1 _
1&
xn
xj
c1 } } } cn
d
1&
xn
xj
q&Md &
‘
1in \1&
xi
xj
1
ci+
‘
i{ j
1in \1&
xi
xj+
1
1&
xj
xn
aM
=_
1&aM
c1 } } } cn
d
1&aMq&Md & ‘ni=1 _
1&
xi
xn
aM
ci
1&
xi
xn
aM&&qM
&_1&c1 } } } cnq
M
1&aM q&Md & ‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
dqM
ci
1&
xi
xn
dqM& . (3.24)
Next, we restate Theorem A12, a U(n+1) q-Dougall summation theorem.
For economy of notation, we define
G[d; c1 , ..., cn ; x1 , ..., xn ; y1 , ..., yn]
:={ ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
cs ; q+yr
\q xrxs ; q+yr&
_ ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
d
c1 } } } cn
; q+yi
(xid; q)yi & qy2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn= . (3.25)
In this notation we have
Lemma 3.26.
:
|y|=M
y1 , ..., yn0
G[d; c1 , ..., cn ; x1 , ..., xn ; y1, ..., yn]
=
(c1 } } } cn ; q)M
(q; q)M
‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
d
ci
; q+M
(xid; q)M & . (3.27)
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Proof of Lemma 3.26. Lemma 3.26 is equivalent to the n [ n&1 case
of Theorem A12. For n=1 it is clear. To prove it for n>1, it is convenient
to set n [  n+1 in (3.27). We retain the notation |y|=y1+ } } } +yn and
set yn+1=M&|y| to write the sum as an n-fold sum. We use the relation
[24, Eq. I.11, p. 233]
(A; q)M&K
(B; q)M&K
=
(q1&MB; q)K
(q1&MA; q)K
(A; q)M
(B; q)M \
B
A+
K
,
with K [ |y|, to write this sum as
qnM ‘
n
i=1 _\
xn+1
xi
ci ; q+M
\q xn+1xi ; q+M& \
xn+1d
c1 } } } cn+1
; q+M (cn+1; q)M
(xn+1d; q)M (q; q)M
‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn+1
q&M
1&
xi
xn+1 &
_ :
0|y|M
y1 , ..., yn0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
qyr&ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
cs ; q+yr
\q xrxs ; q+yr&
_ ‘
n
i=1 _ \
xi
xn+1
q&M; q+ |y|
\ xixn+1 q1&Mci ; q+ |y|& ‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn+1
q yi+|y |&M
1&
xi
xn+1
q&M &
_
\ q
1&M
xn+1d
; q+ |y| (q&M; q) |y|
\q
1&Mc1 } } } cn+1
xn+1d
; q+ |y| (q1&Mcn+1 ; q) |y|
‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
d
c1 } } } cn+1
; q+yi
(xid; q)yi &
_ ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn+1
cn+1; q+yi
\q xixn+1; q+yi & q y1+2y2+ } } } +nyn= . (3.28)
Next, we apply Theorem A12 with the substitutions
N [ M;
a [
xn
xn+1
q&M;
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b [
xn
xn+1
cn+1;
c [ q1&Mxn+1 d;
di [ ci , for i=1, ..., n;
e [
xn d
c1 } } } cn+1
;
to find that (3.28) equals
{qnM ‘ni=1 _\
xn+1
xi
ci ; q+M
\q xn+1xi ; q+M& \
xn+1 d
c1 } } } cn+1
; q+M (cn+1; q)M
(xn+1d; q)M (q; q)M
_ ‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn+1
q&M
1&
xi
xn+1 &
(c1 } } } cn+1; q)M \q1&M cn+1xn+1d ; q+M
(cn+1; q)M \q1&M c1 } } } cn+1xn+1 d ; q+M
_ ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn+1
q1&M; q+M \xi
d
ci
; q+M
(xi d; q)M \ xixn+1
q1&M
ci
; q+M &= . (3.29)
Finally, we reverse the products in some of the factors in (3.29) using
[24, Eq. I.9, p. 233]
(Aq1&M; q)M
(Bq1&M; q)M
=
(A&1; q)M
(B&1; q)M \
A
B+
M
,
for appropriate choices of A and B, and collect terms together to obtain the
n [ n+1 case of the products in (3.27). This finishes the proof of the
lemma. K
We are now ready to begin the proof of Theorem 3.20. We will write the
diagonal sum in (3.21b) as n+1 sums, using (3.5). We use a special case of
a U(n+1) q-PfaffSaalschu tz summation theorem to write the first of these
sums as a difference of two products. Next, using Lemma 3.26 on the
remaining sums leads to an application of the partial fraction result (3.24).
Thus, we are able to write the diagonal sum as a difference of two products,
and the n-fold sum in (3.21b) as a single sum. This rewriting motivates the
rest of the factors the summand must have in order to telescope; see (3.36)
and (3.37) below. Our analysis is an extention of the bj [ q j case of the proof
of Theorem 2.10 and is motivated by the proof of Theorem 3.1.
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Proof of Theorem 3.20. We start by considering the sum
:
|y|=M
y1 , ..., yn0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
cs ; q+yr
\q xrxs ; q+yr&
_ ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
d
c1 } } } cn
; q+yi
\xixn dq; q+yi & qy2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn (3.30a)
_ ‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
qyiaM
1&
xi
xn
aM & . (3.30b)
Using the partial fraction expansion (3.5) we expand (3.30b) and write the
sum as
:
|y| =M
y1 , ..., yn0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
cs ; q+yr
\q xrxs ; q+yr&
_ ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
d
c1 } } } cn
; q+yi
\xixn dq; q+yi & q y1+2y2+ } } } +nyn= (3.31a)
+ :
|y|=M
y1 , ..., yn0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
qyr&ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
cs ; q+yr
\q xrxs ; q+yr&
_ ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
d
c1 } } } cn
; q+yi
\xixn dq; q+yi & qy2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn
_ :
n
j=1
1
1&
xj
xn
aM
‘
1in \1&
xi
xj
qyi+
‘
i{ j
1in \1&
xi
xj+ = . (3.31b)
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As in the one-variable case, we consider (3.31a) and (3.31b) separately.
As explained in our remarks after (A11), we use a special case of Theorem
A10 to find that (3.31a) equals
(qc1 } } } cn ; q)M
(q; q)M
‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
dq
ci
; q+M
\xixn dq; q+M&
&
(qc1 } } } cn ; q)M&1
(q; q)M&1
‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
dq
ci
; q+M&1
\xixn dq; q+M&1& . (3.32)
Next, we evaluate (3.31b) using Lemma 3.26 and (3.24). To apply
Lemma 3.26, it is convenient to consider the d [ dxn case of (3.31b). Later
we will reset the value of d. Using calculations similar to (3.12), we find
that in this case (3.31b) equals
:
n
j=1
(&c1 } } } cn)
‘
1in \1&
xi
xj
1
ci+
‘
i{ j
1in \1&
xi
xj+
1
1&
xj
xn
aM _
1&xj
d
c1 } } } cn
1&xj dq & (3.33a)
_ :
|y|=M
y1 , ..., yn0
G[dq; ..., ciq$ij, ...; ..., xi q$ij, ...; ..., yi&$ij , ...]. (3.33b)
Note that the sum in (3.33b) is obtained by replacing d by dq, cj by cj q,
xj by xjq, and yj by yj &1 in (3.27). This sum may be evaluated for
each j, and we see that (3.33) equals
:
n
j=1
(&c1 } } } cn)
‘
1in \1&
xi
xj
1
ci+
‘
i{ j
1in \1&
xi
xj+
1
1&
xj
xn
aM _
1&xj
d
c1 } } } cn
1&xj dq & (3.34a)
_
(qc1 } } } cn ; q)M&1
(q; q)M&1
‘
i{ j
1in _\
xi
dq
ci
; q+M&1
(xi dq; q)M&1 &_\
xj
dq
cj
; q+M&1
(xj dq2; q)M&1& . (3.34b)
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We may now reset d [ dxn in (3.34), and we find that (3.31b) is equal to
(&q&M)
(qc1 } } } cn ; q)M&1
(q; q)M&1
‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
dq
ci
; q+M&1
\xixn dq; q+M&1& (3.35a)
_ :
n
j=1 _
1&
xn
xj
c1 } } } cn
d
1&
xn
xj
q&Md &
‘
1in \1&
xi
xj
1
ci+
‘
i{ j
1in \1&
xi
xj+
1
1&
xj
xn
aM
. (3.35b)
Next, we apply (3.24) on the sum in (3.35b), and add this to (3.32) to
obtain an expression for (3.31). Recall that (3.31) was obtained from (3.30).
Thus the diagonal sum in (3.30) equals
q&M
1&q&MaMd {(1&aMd ) (qc1 } } } cn ; q)M(q; q)M ‘ni=1 _\
xi
xn
dq
ci
; q+M
\xixn dq; q+M&
&\1&aM c1 } } } cnd + ‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
aM
ci
1&
xi
xn
aM&
_
(qc1 } } } cn ; q)M&1
(q; q)M&1
‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
dq
ci
; q+M&1
\xixn dq; q+M&1&= , (3.36)
where we used the simplification
1+q&M _ 1&q
M
1&q&MaMd&=q&M _
1&aMd
1&q&MaMd& .
Thus we are able to write the diagonal sum in (3.30) as a difference of two
products. This rewriting motivates the rest of the products the summand
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in (3.21b) must have in order to make the sum telescope. Multiplying
(3.30) and (3.36) by
qM _1&q
&MaM d
1&a0 d & ‘
n
i=1
‘
M
j=1 _
1&
xi
xn
aj
1&
xi
xn
aj
ci&
‘
M&1
j=0
[1&aj d]
‘
M
j=1 _1&aj
c1 } } } cn
d &
, (3.37)
and summing both sides with M running from 0 to N, we obtain
Theorem 3.20. K
Remark. Our proof of Theorem 3.20 relies on the fact that the diagonal
sum in (3.30) is equal to the difference of products (3.36). This may also
be proved by setting n [ n+1 in both (3.30) and (3.36), and then
appealing to the U(n+1) 10,9 sum in [54, Theorem 3.14].
We now specialize Theorem 3.20 to obtain a matrix inversion, which
provides a U(n+1) extension of a special case of Krattenthaler’s inversion
in (2.36), and of Gasper’s matrix inversion. Later, we obtain special cases,
which include U(n+1) extensions of Carlitz’s matrix inversion. Since
inverse matrices commute, we obtain seemingly different orthogonality
relations, which are U(n+1) generalizations of Al-SalamVerma’s and
Gasper’s results.
The p=q case of some of these results have already been found in [50].
Indeed, much of the following analysis closely follows the techniques in
[50] and is the U(n+1) extension of our analysis in Section 2.
We start by replacing ci [ q&Ni, for i=1, ..., n, in Theorem 3.20. Note
that if N is equal to |N|, then
(q1&|N |; q)N= ‘
n
i=1
$Ni , 0 . (3.38)
Thus, under these substitutions, we obtain the orthogonality relation
‘
n
i=1
$Ni , 0= :
0|y|N
y1 , ..., yn0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns; q+yr
\q xrxs ; q+yr &
_ ‘
n
i=1
‘
|y|&1
j=0 _1&
xi
xn
aj&
‘
|y|
j=1 _1&
xi
xn
ajqNi&
‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
q yia |y|
1&
xi
xn
a0 &
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_
‘
|y|&1
j=0
[1&ajd]
‘
|y|
j=1
[1&q&|N|ajd]
_1&q
&|y|a |y| d
1&a0 d &
_ ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
dq |N|; q+yi
\xixn dq; q+yi & q y1+2y2+ } } } +nyn= . (3.39)
Our goal is to recognize (3.39), with Ni replaced by Ni&Ki , as the
relation
:
i=1, ..., n
KiyiNi
F(N, y) G(y, K)= ‘
n
i=1
$Ni , Ki . (3.40)
Equation (3.40) corresponds to the matrix equation
FG=I, (3.41)
where I is the identity matrix. F and G are matrices whose rows and
columns are indexed by vectors N=(N1 , ..., Nn) and K=(K1 , ..., Kn)
respectively. Further, F(N, K)=0=G(N, K), unless NiKi for all i=
1, ..., n. This property and the lexicographic ordering of these indices were
used in [50] to rewrite the abstract single sum for the (N, K)th entry of the
matrix product in FG as the multiple sum on the left-hand side of (3.40).
To recognize (3.39) as (3.40) we begin by making the substitutions
Ni [ Ni &Ki ;
aj [ aj+|K| q
Kn;
(3.42)
xi [ xiqKi, for i=1, ..., n;
d [ dqKn+|K|;
in (3.39), and rewrite the products somewhat. We use Lemma A4, with
xi [ xi qKi and Nr [ Nr&Kr , to obtain
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‘
1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
qKr&Ks+yr&ys
1&
xr
xs
qKr&Ks & ‘nr, s=1 \xrxs q&Ns+Kr; q+yr
= ‘
n
r, s=1 _ \
q
xr
xs
qKr&Ks; q+Nr&Kr
\q xrxs qKr&Ks+yr&ys; q+Nr&Kr&yr&
_[(&1) |y| q(
|y|
2 )q&(|N|&|K| ) |y|q&(y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn)]. (3.43)
Next, we split some products using
‘
|y|
j=1
(1&q&|N|aj+|K| d )
&1 ‘
n
i=1
‘
|y|
j=1 \1&
xi
xn
qNiaj+K+
&1
= ‘
|N |
j=|y|+|K|+1
(1&q&|N|ajd ) ‘
n
i=1
‘
|N|
j=|y|+ |K|+1 \1&
xi
xn
qNiaj+
_ ‘
|N |
j=|K| +1
(1&q&|N |ajd )&1 ‘
n
i=1
‘
|N |
j=|K|+1 \1&
xi
xn
qNiaj+
&1
. (3.44)
Finally, we use
‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
dqKi+|N| ; q+yi= ‘
n
i=1
\xixn dqKi+|N| ; q+Ni&Ki
\xixn dqKi+yi+|N| ; q+Ni&Ki&yi
(3.45)
and simplify to obtain
‘
n
i=1
$Ni , Ki =H(N, K)
_ :
i=1, ..., n
0yiNi&Ki { ‘nr, s=1 _\q xrxs qKr&Ks+yr&ys; q+&1Nr&Kr&yr
_\q xrxs qKr&Ks; q+
&1
yr
&
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_ ‘
n
i=1 _ ‘
|y|&1
j=0 \1&
xi
xn
qKiaj+|K|+ ‘
|N|
j=|y|+|K|+1 \1&
xi
xn
qNiaj+&
_ ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
dqKi+|K|+1; q+
&1
yi
\xixn dqyi+Ki+|N| ; q+
&1
Ni&yi&Ki
&
_ ‘
|N|
j=|y| +|K|+1
(1&q&|N|ajd ) ‘
|y|&1
j=0
(1&q&|K|aj+|K| d )
_ ‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
qKi+yia |y|+|K|
1&
xi
xn
qNia |N | &_1&q&|y|&|K|a |y|+|K| d1&q&|K|a |K| d &
_[(&1) |N|&|y|&|K| q&(|N |&|K| )( |K|+|y| )q(
|y|+1
2 )]= , (3.46)
where H(N, K) is defined by
H(N, K) :={ ‘nr, s=1 \q xrxs qKr&Ks; q+Nr&Kr ‘|N|j=|K|+1 (1&q&|N |aj d )&1
_ ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
dqKi+|N | ; q+Ni&Ki ‘
|N|
j=|K|+1 \1&
xi
xn
qNiaj+
&1
&
_ ‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
qNia |N|
1&
xi
xn
qKia |K|& [(&1) |N|&|K| q (|N |&|K| ) |K|]= . (3.47)
Now note that H(N, K) may be cancelled from both sides of (3.46), since
H(N, N)=1, and H(N, K){0. It only remains to shift the index up by
setting yi [ yi &Ki for each i in (3.46). We obtain an equation of the form
(3.40), where F and G are defined as in (3.49) below. Thus, we have the
matrix inversion:
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Theorem 3.48. Let (aj) be an arbitrary sequence, d, x1 , ..., xn be indeter-
minate, and suppose that none of the denominators in (3.49) vanish. Further,
let F=(F(N, K)) and G=(G(N, K)) be defined by
F(N, K)#F(N, K; An)
:= ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
qKr&Ks; q+
&1
Nr&Kr
q&|N| |K|(&1) |N |&|K|
_ ‘
n
i=1
‘
|N |
j=|K|+1 _1&
xi
xn
qNiaj& ‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
qKia |K|
1&
xi
xn
qNia |N|&
_ ‘
|N|
j=|K|+1
(1&q&|N |ajd ) ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
dqKi+|N| ; q+
&1
Ni&Ki
(3.49a)
and
G(N, K)#G(N, K; An)
:= ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
qKr&Ks; q+
&1
Nr&Kr
q(
|N|+1
2 ) +(
|K|
2 )
_ ‘
|N| &1
j=|K|
(1&q&|K|ajd ) _1&q
&|N|a |N| d
1&q&|K|a |K| d &
_ ‘
n
i=1
‘
|N| &1
j=|K| _1&
xi
xn
qKiaj& ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
dqKi+|K|+1; q+&1Ni&Ki (3.49b)
with rows and columns ordered lexicographically. Then F and G are inverse,
infinite matrices, and F(N, K)=0=G(N, K), unless Ni Ki for i=1, ..., n.
Remarks. The inversion in Theorem 3.48 is a U(n+1) extension of the
bj [ q j case of Krattenthaler’s matrix inversion (2.36). By setting aj [ ap j
in (3.49), we obtain a U(n+1) extension of Gasper’s matrix inversion, [24,
Eq. 3.6.18, p. 73]. The aj [ aq j and d [ b case of Theorem 3.48 is a
U(n+1) extension of Bressoud’s [17] matrix inversion and has appeared
in an equivalent form in [50]. Some multiplication by diagonal matrices
may be necessary before we obtain the inversion in the form presented
originally; see our remarks after Theorem 2.35 in Section 2. For examples
of such calculations, see Section 5 and [50].
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Remark. It is easily seen that the F(N, K) and G(N, K) are zero unless
NK, in the lexicographic ordering of row and column indices. Thus, F
and G are lower-triangular matrices. Indeed, these are zero even if Nj<Kj ,
for some j, where 1 jn. That is, they are zero unless Ni Ki , for all i.
Next, we reverse the roles of F and G in (3.41), where F and G are as
in Theorem 3.48. We will write this orthogonality in two equivalent forms.
First in standard hypergeometric notation, and then in the U(n+1) exten-
sion of the form presented in [24].
Theorem 3.50. Let (ai) be an arbitrary sequence; d, x1 , ..., xn be indeter-
minate; N be a nonnegative integer; n1; and suppose that none of the
denominators in (3.51) vanish. Then
‘
n
i=1
$Ni , 0= ‘
n
i=1 \1&
xi
xn
a0+ (1&a0 d ) (3.51a)
_ :
i=1, ..., n
0yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns; q+yr
\q xrxs ; q+yr &
_ ‘
n
i=1
‘
|N| &1
j=1 _1&
xi
xn
q yiaj& ‘
|N|&1
j=1
(1&q&|y|aj d )
_ ‘
n
i=1 _\
1&
xi
xn
dq yi+|y|+
\xixn dq |y| ; q+Ni+1& q |N| |y|q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn= . (3.51b)
Proof. We first write the equation
:
i=1, ..., n
KiyiNi
G(N, y) F(y, K)= ‘
n
i=1
$Ni , Ki , (3.52)
explicitly, with F and G as in (3.49), simplify by collecting together
products, and then shift the index down in each coordinate by setting
yi [ yi +Ki , for each i. In this manner, we obtain
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‘
n
i=1
$Ni , Ki= :
i=1, ..., n
0yiNi&Ki
{ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\q
xr
xs
qKr&Ks+yr&ys; q+
&1
Nr&Kr&yr
_ \q xrxs qKr&Ks; q+
&1
yr
&
_ ‘
n
i=1
‘
|N |&1
j=|K| +1 \1&
xi
xn
q yi+Kiaj+ ‘
n
i=1 \1&
xi
xn
qKi a |K|+
_ ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
dq |y|+Ki+|K| ; q+
&1
Ni&Ki+1
\1& xixn dq yi+|y|+Ki+|K|+&
_ ‘
|N|&1
j=|K| +1
[1&q&|y|&|K|aj d](1&q&|N|a |N | d)
_[(&1) |y| q&|y| |K|&|K| 2q(
|N|+1
2 ) +(
|y|+|K|
2 )]]. (3.53)
Next, we use (3.43) to write the first product in the sum side of (3.53) in
terms of all the other products in (3.43), simplify the powers of q, and
make the substitutions:
Ni [ Ni +Ki ;
aj [ aj&|K| q
&Kn;
(3.54)
xi [ xiq&Ki, for i=1, ..., n;
d [ dq&Kn&|K|.
Note that the substitutions in (3.54) reverse the effect of those in (3.42).
Finally, we multiply both sides of the resulting equation by
q(
|K|+1
2 ) &(
|N |+|K|+1
2 ) \ 1&a0d1&q&|N|a |N| d+ ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
; q+Nr . (3.55)
Observe that (3.55) is equal to 1 when N1 , N2 , ..., Nn are all zero, and so does
not change the left-hand side of (3.53), and we obtain Theorem 3.50. K
We may write Theorem 3.50 slightly differently to show that it is a
U(n+1) extension of Gapser’s result. To do that, we first perform the
substitutions (3.54) on Eq. (3.53), and simplify using
‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
q yr&ys ; q+
&1
Nr&yr
= ‘
n
r, s=1
\q xrxs ; q+yr&ys
\q xrxs ; q+Nr&ys
(3.56)
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and Lemma A1. We also collect together powers of q and use the relation
\ |y|2 +&e2( y1 , y2 , ..., yn)=\
y1
2 ++\
y2
2 ++ } } } +\
yn
2 + , (3.57)
where e2( y1 , y2 , ..., yn) is the second elementary symmetric function of
y1 , ..., yn . Finally, we multiply both sides of the resulting equation by some
factors which are 1 when all Ni’s are zero to obtain an equivalent formula-
tion of Theorem 3.50 in
Theorem 3.58. Let (ai ) be an arbitrary sequence; d, x1 , ..., xn be indeter-
minate; N be a nonnegative integer; n1; and suppose that none of the
denominators in (3.59) vanish. Then
‘
n
i=1
$Ni , 0= ‘
n
i=1 \1&
xi
xn
a0+ (1&a0 d ) (3.59a)
_ :
i=1, ..., n
0yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\q
xr
xs
; q+
&1
yr
\q xrxs ; q+
&1
Nr&ys
&
_ ‘
n
i=1
‘
|N| &1
j=1 _1&
xi
xn
q yi aj & ‘
|N |&1
j=1
(1&q&| y | aj d )
_ ‘
n
i=1 _\
1&
xi
xn
dq yi+|y |+
\xixn dq |y | ; q+Ni+1& q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn
__(&1)n | y | qn[(
y1
2
) +( y2
2
) + } } } +( yn
2
)] ‘
n
i=1
xnyi&|y|i &= . (3.59b)
Remarks. Theorem 3.58 is a U(n+1) extension of the bj [ q j case of
(2.38). If we set aj [ ap j&1 and d [ ab in Theorem 3.58 we obtain a
U(n+1) extension of Gasper’s sum (2.39).
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Next we write down the matrix inversion implied by Theorem 3.1, which
is the U(n+1) extension of Carlitz’s [18] matrix inversion.
Theorem 3.60 (A U(n+1) Extension of Carlitz’s Matrix Inversion).Let
(aj ) be an arbitrary sequence, x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, and suppose that
none of the denominators in (3.61) vanish. Further, let F=(F(N, K)) and
G=(G(N, K)) be defined by
F(N, K)#F(N, K; An) := ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
qKr&Ks ; q+
&1
Nr&Kr
(&1) |N |&|K|
_ ‘
n
i=1
‘
|N|
j=|K|+1 _1&
xi
xn
qNiaj& ‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
qKi a |K|
1&
xi
xn
qNi a |N|& (3.61a)
and
G (N, K)#G(N, K; An) := ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
qKr&Ks ; q+
&1
Nr&Kr
q(
|N|&|K|
2 )
_ ‘
n
i=1
‘
|N|&1
j=|K| _1&
xi
xn
qKi aj& (3.61)
with rows and columns ordered lexicographically. Then F and G are inverse,
infinite matrices, and F(N, K)=0=G(N, K), unless NiKi for i=1, ..., n.
Remark. Theorem 3.60 is a U(n+1) extension of the bj [ q j case of the
inversion in (2.41) and is a q-analogue of a U(n+1) extension of the
GouldHsu inversion [28].
Proof. To prove Theorem 3.60, we let d=0 or d   in (3.46) and
proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.48. K
If we set aj [ ap j in Theorem 3.60, we obtain a matrix inversion which
is equivalent to
Corollary 3.62. Let a, x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, and suppose that
none of the denominators in (3.63) vanish. Further, let F=(F(N, K)) and
G=(G(N, K)) be defined by
F(N, K)#F(N, K; An) := ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
qKr&Ks ; q+
&1
Nr&Kr
q&|N | |K |
_ ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
aqKi p |K| ; p+ |N|&|K| (3.63a)
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and
G(N, K)#G(N, K; An) := ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
qKr&Ks ; q+
&1
Nr&Kr
_ ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
apqNi ; p+
&1
|K|
‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
apqNi ; p+ |N |&1
_ ‘
n
i=1 _1&
xi
xn
aqKi p |K |& (&1) |N|&|K|
_[q |N| |K|q(
|N|&|K|+1
2 )], (3.63b)
with rows and columns ordered lexicographically. Then F and G are inverse,
infinite matrices, and F(N, K)=0=G(N, K), unless NiKi for i=1, ..., n.
Remark. When p=q, this matrix inversion reduces to [50, Theorem
3.38], which is equivalent to the U(n+1) Bailey transform in [50,
Theorem 3.3].
Finally, we find the other orthogonality relation implied by Theorem
3.60. This provides a generalization of a U(n+1) extension of Al-Salam
and Verma’s sum. We have
Theorem 3.64. Let (ai ) be an arbitrary sequence; x1 , ..., xn be indeter-
minate; N be a nonnegative integer; n1; and suppose that none of the
denominators in (3.65) vanish. Then
‘
n
i=1
$Ni , 0= ‘
n
i=1 \1&
xi
xn
a0+ (3.65a)
_ :
i=1, ..., n
0 yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns ; q+yr
\q xrxs ; q+yr &
_ ‘
n
i=1
‘
|N |&1
j=1 _1&
xi
xn
q yi aj& q y1+2y2+ } } } +nyn= . (3.65b)
To prove Theorem 3.64, we multiply both sides of (3.51) by d |N |, set
d=0, and finally cancel some factors which become 1 when all Ni’s are 0.
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Similarly, from Theorem 3.58, we may obtain an equivalent formula-
tion of (3.65) which is a U(n+1) extension of the bj [ q j case of (2.42).
A further specialization yields a U(n+1) generalization of Al-Salam and
Verma’s sum (2.43).
4. SOME U (n+1) TRANSFORMATION FORMULAS
In this section, we extend Gasper’s [22] analysis to give some applica-
tions of our results from Section 3. First, we use the summation theorem
in Theorem 3.20 to find a U(n+1) transformation formula. As a special
case we obtain a U(n+1) extension of Gasper’s quadbasic transformation
[22]. Next, we derive U(n+1) extensions of two bibasic expansion for-
mulas from [22]. These expansion formulas are the main results of [24,
Section 3.7].
We start with the transformation formula in
Theorem 4.1. Let (ai ) and (Ai ) be arbitrary sequences; c1 , ..., cn ,
C1 , ..., Cn , d, D, x1 , ..., xn , and X1 , ..., Xn be indeterminate; N be a non-
negative integer; n1; and suppose that none of the denominators in (4.2)
vanish. Then
{(QC1 } } } Cn ; Q)N(Q; Q)N ‘ni=1 _\
Xi
Xn
DQ
Ci
; Q+N
\XiXn DQ; Q+N&
_ ‘
N
j=1 _ 1&Aj D1&Aj C1 } } } CnD & ‘
n
i=1
‘
N
j=1 _
1&
Xi
Xn
Aj
1&
Xi
Xn
AjCi&=
_ :
0|y|N
y1 , ..., yn0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
cs ; q+yr
\q xrxs ; q+yr&
_ ‘
n
i=1
‘
|y|&1
j=0 _1&
xi
xn
aj &
‘
|y|
j=1 _1&
xi
xn
aj ci&
‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
q yi a |y|
1&
xi
xn
a0 &
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_
‘
|y|&1
j=0
[1&aj d]
‘
|y|
j=1 _1&aj
c1 } } } cn
d &
_
1&q&|y | a |y| d
1&a0 d &
_ ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
d
c1 } } } cn
; q+yi
\xixn dq; q+yi & q y1+2y2+ } } } +nyn
_
(Q&N ; Q) |y|
(Q&NC1 } } } Cn ; Q) |y|
‘
n
i=1 _\
Xn
Xi
Q&ND; Q+ |y|
\XnXi Q&N
Ci
D
; Q+ |y|&
_ ‘
n
i=1
‘
|y|
j=1 _
1&
Xi
Xn
AN&| y |+j Ci
1&
Xi
Xn
AN&| y |+j & ‘|y|j=1 _
1&AN&|y |+j
C1 } } } Cn
D
1&AN&|y |+j D &=
(4.2a)
=idem[[q, (aj ), (ci ), d, (xi )]; [Q, (Aj ), (Ci ), D, (Xi )]], (4.2b)
where the notation in (4.2b) is explained below.
Remark. By idem[[q, (aj ), (ci ), d, (xi )]; [Q, (Aj ), (Ci ), D, (Xi )]], we
mean the expression on the left of the equals sign, with the corresponding
parameters interchanged. That is, (4.2b) is (4.2a), with q interchanged with
Q, aj interchanged with Aj , etc.
Remarks. If we set aj [ ap j, Aj [ AP j, d [ ab, and D [ AB in
Theorem 4.1, we obtain a U(n+1) extension of Gasper’s quadbasic for-
mula; see [24, Ex. 3.21, p. 95].
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Theorem 4.1 follows from an application of
Theorem 3.20 applied to the interchange of summation in
:
0|y|N
y1 , ..., yn0
by :
0|K|N&|y|
K1 , ..., Kn0
BK= :
0|y|N
y1 , ..., yn0
By :
0|K|N&|y|
K1 , ..., Kn0
bK . (4.3)
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In (4.3), we choose by to be the summand in (3.21b). Similarly, we
choose By to be the summand of (3.21b), with the substitutions q [ Q,
aj [ Aj , ci [ Ci , d [ D, and xi [ Xi . After substituting for by and
By in (4.3), we note that the inner sums on both sides of (4.3) may be
summed using the N [ N&|y| case of Theorem 3.20. Next we simplify the
products inside each resulting sum using appropriate cases of [24, Eq. I.11,
p. 233]:
(A; q)k&y
(B; q)k&y
=
(A; q)k
(B; q)k
(q1&kB; q)y
(q1&kA; q)y \
B
A+
y
.
In this manner, it is not hard to see that the left-hand side of (4.3) results
in (4.2a). By symmetry, we find that the right-hand side is (4.2b). The proof
of Theorem 4.1 is now complete. K
Our analysis here is a straightforward extension of that found in [22],
where Gasper used his bibasic summation (2.20), and the n=1 case of
(4.3). Gasper [23] and Singh [57] noted that Gasper and Rahman’s
bilateral bibasic summation formula (2.21) may be used instead of (2.20),
to derive a more general formula. Indeed, using Theorem 2.29, we can
obtain a yet more general transformation formula, which has the n=1 case
of (4.2) as a special case.
Interesting special and limiting cases of Theorem 4.1 may be found by
specializing (4.2) in the same manner as was done in [22, 57]. In par-
ticular, we mention that when Q=q, aj [ aq j, Aj [ Aq j, d [ ab, and
D [ AB in Theorem 4.1, we obtain a U(n+1) ‘‘split-poised’’ 10 ,9 trans-
formation formula. We may also use it to derive a mixed bibasic and
hypergeometric transformation formula; see [24, Ex. 3.21, p. 95].
Next, we derive U(n+1) generalizations of two expansion formulas,
which are the main results in [24, Section 3.7]. To simplify our displays,
we find it useful to introduce some notation. As before, let N=(N1 , ..., Nn)
and K=(K1 , ..., Kn) be vectors. We find it useful to denote by N+K the
vector (N1+K1 , ..., Nn+Kn) formed by component-wise addition of the
two vectors. We use similar notation for component-wise subtraction. We
also denote the zero vector by 0. In this notation, we have
Theorem 4.4. Let (aj ) be an arbitrary sequence; d, x1 , ..., xn , X1 , ..., Xn ,
and W1 , ..., Wn be indeterminate; n1; and suppose that none of the
denominators in (4.5) vanish. Further, let AN , BN , and CN, K be arbitrary
complex numbers indexed by vectors, with CN, 0=1. Moreover, suppose the
series in (4.5) are terminating or converge. Then we have the expansion
formula
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:
i=1, ..., n
Ni0
AN BN ‘
n
i=1
(XiWi )Ni (4.5a)
= :
i=1, ..., n
yi0
{‘
n
i=1
‘
|y|&1
j=1 \1&
xi
xn
q yi aj+ ‘
|y|&1
j=1
(1&q&| y |ajd )
_ ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
dq | y | ; q+
&1
yi
‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
; q+
&1
yr
(&1) |y| q(
|y|+1
2 ) ‘
n
i=1
X yii =
_ :
i=1, ..., n
0Ni yi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
qNr&Ns
1&
xr
xs &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 \
xr
xs
q&ys ; q+Nr q
N2+ } } } +(n&1) Nn
_ ‘
n
i=1 _1&
xi
xn
qNi a |N|& (1&q&|N | a |N | d ) ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
dq |y| ; q+Ni
_ ‘
n
i=1
‘
|N|
j=1 \1&
xi
xn
q yi aj+
&1
‘
|N|
j=1
(1&q&| y |ajd )&1 AN ‘
n
i=1
W Nii =
_ :
i=1, ..., n
Ki0
{‘
n
i=1
‘
|K|&1
j=0 \1&
xi
xn
q yi aj+| y |+ ‘
|K|&1
j=0
(1&q&| y | aj+|y | d )
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
q yr&ys ; q+
&1
Kr
‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
dq yi+| y |+1 ; q+
&1
Ki
__BK+yCN, K+y&Nq |K | ‘
n
i=1
X Kii &= . (4.5b)
Remark. In Theorem 4.4, we assume that the various series are either
terminating or converge. Convergence questions about U(n+1) series are
usually settled by appealing to the multiple power series ratio test [9, 35,
42]. For the statement of the multiple series ratio test, and an example of
its usage, see [54].
Remarks. If we set aj [ ap j and d [ ab in Theorem 4.4, we obtain a
U(n+1) extension of Gasper’s expansion formula; see [24, Eq. 3.7.14, p. 77].
Special cases of Gasper’s identity include Al-Salam and Verma’s [3] bibasic
extension of a transformation formula of Euler. Previous multivariable
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extensions of the Al-SalamVerma expansion formula in [59] were shown
to be equivalent to the one-variable formulas by Gasper; see [24].
Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.4 closely follows Gasper’s proof of his
expansion formula. We start by setting Ni [ Ki in Theorem 3.50. Next,
multiply both sides of this orthogonality by
BN+KCN, K ‘
n
i=1
X Ni+Kii ,
where BN and CN, K are complex numbers indexed by vectors, with CN, 0=1,
and sum over Ki0. Next, we interchange the summation by using
:
i=1, ..., n
Ki0
:
i=1, ..., n
0 yi Ki
A(y, K)= :
i=1, ..., n
yiNi
:
i=1, ..., n
Ki0
A(y&N, K+y&N), (4.6)
where the notation on the right-hand side of (4.6) is explained above. Next, we
perform the substitutions xr [ xrqNr, aj [ qNna |N|+j , d [ dq
Nn+|N |, and obtain
BN ‘
n
i=1
X Nii (4.7a)
= :
i=1, ..., n
yiNi
:
i=1, ..., n
Ki0 {BK+yCN, K+y&N ‘ni=1 X Ki+yii
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
qNr&Ks&ys ; q+yr&Nr
\q xrxs qNr&Ns ; q+yr&Nr & ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs
qNr&Ns&
_ ‘
n
i=1 \1&
xi
xn
qNi a |N |+ ‘
n
i=1 \1&
xi
xn
dq yi+| y |+
_ ‘
n
i=1
‘
|K| +|y|&|N |&1
j=1 \1&
xi
xn
q yi aj+| N |+
_ ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
dqNi+| y | ; q+
&1
Ki+yi&Ni+1
_(1&q&| N | a |N| d ) ‘
|K|+|y|&|N|&1
j=1
(1&q&|y | aj+|N | d )
_[q ( |K|+|y|&|N | )( |y|&|N| ) q( y2+ } } } +(n&1) yn)&(N2+ } } } +(n&1) Nn)]= . (4.7b)
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Next, we multiply both sides of (4.7) by
AN ‘
n
i=1
W Nii
and sum over Ni0. We also interchange the two outer sums using
:
i=1, ..., n
Ni0
‘
i=1, ..., n
yiNi
A(N, y)= :
i=1, ..., n
yi0
:
i=1, ..., n
0Niyi
A(N, y). (4.8)
Now rewrite the resulting expansion formula somewhat by setting
Xi [ Xi q, Wi [ Wiq, and also setting
CN, K [ CN, K ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
qNr&Ns ; q+
&1
Kr
. (4.9)
Note that (4.9) preserves the condition that CN, 0=1.
We now make several simplifications in the resulting expansion formula.
We use Lemma A4, with y and N interchanged, on one of the products in
(4.7). We also use the xr [ xrqNr, Ns [ Ks+ys&Ns , and yr [ yr&Nr case
of Lemma A4 to rewrite the factor
‘
n
r, s=1 \
xr
xs
qNr&Ks&ys ; q+yr&Nr
in terms of other factors obtained from this specialization of Lemma A4.
Finally, after several elementary computations, we obtain (4.5). K
Remark. The replacement in (4.9) shows how we may restate Theorem
4.4. As another example, consider the replacement
BN [ BN ‘
1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
qNr&Ns
1&
xr
xs & qN2+ } } } +(n&1) Nn . (4.10)
After applying (4.10) to (4.5) we obtain a copy of the Vandermonde
product in all the series in (4.5), which do not already have such a factor.
Remark. When n=1, we may use (2.38) to get a transformation for-
mula which contains the n=1 case of (4.5) as a special case.
Next, we use the orthogonality relation implied by the U(n+1) exten-
sion of Gasper’s sum to derive the expansion formula
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Theorem 4.11. Let a, b, x1 , ..., xn , X1 , ..., Xn , and W1 , ..., Wn be indeter-
minate, let n1, and suppose that none of the denominators in (4.12) vanish.
Further, let AN , BN , and CN, K be arbitrary complex numbers indexed by
vectors, with CN, 0=1. Moreover, suppose the series in (4.12) are terminating
or converge. Then we have the expansion formula:
:
i=1, ..., n
Ni0
‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
; q+
&1
Nr
AN BN ‘
n
i=1
(XiWi )Ni (4.12a)
= :
i=1, ..., n
yi0
{‘
n
i=1 _1&
xi
xn
ap |y | q yi& (1&bp |y | q&|y | )
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
; q+
&1
yr
(&1) |y | q(
|y|+1
2 ) ‘
n
i=1
X yii =
_ :
i=1, ..., n
Ki0
{‘
n
i=1 _1&
xi
xn
a
b
qKi+|K|+yi+|y|& (bpq&|K|&|y| ; p)&1|y|
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
q yr&ys ; q+
&1
Kr
‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
ap yi+Ki ; p+
&1
|y|
__BK+y ‘
n
i=1
X Kii &=
_ :
i=1, ..., n
0Niyi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
qNr&Ns
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&ys ; q+Nr
\q xrxs ; q+Nr &
_ ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
apNi ; p+ |y|&1& (bpq&| N | ; p) |y|&1
_ ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
a
b
q yi+| N |+1 ; q+ |K|+|y|&|N |&1& qN2+ } } } +(n&1) Nn
__q |y|( |N| &|K|&|y| )AN CN, K+y&N ‘
n
i=1
W Nii &= . (4.12b)
Remark. Theorem 4.11 is a U(n+1) extension of Gasper’s expansion
formula; see [24, Eq. 3.7.6, p. 75]. Special cases of Gasper’s identity include
Field and Wimp’s expansion formula; see [24].
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Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.11 closely follows Gasper’s proof of his
expansion formula and is very similar to that of Theorem 4.4.
We start by setting ci [ q&Ki, xi [ xi qNi , a [ ap |N| qNn, b [ ap |N | q&|N| ,
and N=|K| in Corollary 3.22, the U(n+1) generalization of Gasper’s sum.
Next, multiply both sides of the resulting orthogonality relation by
{‘ni=1 _
1&
xi
xn
a
b
qNi+| N |+Ki+|K |
1&
xi
xn
a
b
qNi+| N | & q&|N | |K| BN+KCN, K ‘ni=1 X Ni+Kii
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
qNr&Ns ; q+
&1
Kr
‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
a
b
qNi+|N | ; q+ |K|
_ ‘
n
i=1 _ \
xi
xn
apqNi ; p+ |N|
\xixn apqNi+Ki ; p+ |N|& (bpq
&|N | ; p) |N|
(bpq&|N |&| K | ; p) |N|= ,
where BN and CN , K are complex numbers indexed by vectors, with
CN, 0=1, and sum over Ki0. We now rewrite the sum using
:
i=1, ..., n
Ki0
:
i=1, ..., n
0yiKi
A(y, K)= :
i=1, ..., n
Ki0
:
i=1, ...,n
yiNi
A(y&N, K+y&N). (4.13)
At this stage, we multiply both sides of the resulting identity by
‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
; q+
&1
Nr
AN ‘
n
i=1
W Nii
and sum over Ni0. In the resulting expansion formula, we interchange
the innermost and outermost sums using
:
i=1, ..., n
Ni0
:
i=1, ..., n
Ki0
:
i=1, ..., n
yiNi
A(N, K, y)= :
i=1, ..., n
yi0
:
i=1, ..., n
Ki0
:
i=1, ..., n
0Niyi
A(N, K, y).
(4.14)
Finally, after using Lemma A4 as in the proof of Theorem 4.4, and several
elementary calculations, we obtain the expansion formula in (4.12). K
Remark. The substitution (4.10) has the same effect on (4.12) as on (4.5).
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Remark. It is possible to find a more general expansion by using
Theorem 3.20 rather than its corollary. Again, when n=1, we may get a
still more general version.
5. A U(n+1) ABEL BINOMIAL THEOREM
In this section we apply the U(n+1) Carlitz matrix inversion to the
U(n+1) q-binomial theorem to find a U(n+1) extension of a q-analogue
of Abel’s generalization of the binomial theorem. This q-analogue is dif-
ferent from those found by Jackson [37] and Johnson [38]. Our deriva-
tion follows the proof of Abel’s identity given by Chu and Hsu [20].
The q-analogue of Abel’s theorem which we generalize is
:
m
y=0
(&1)m&y q(
m&y
2 ) _my &q
1&wqm
1&wq y
(1&wq y )m \& 1&z1&wq y ; q+y
=(1&z)m q(
m
2 ), (5.1)
where the q-binomial coefficient [ ny ]q is defined as
_ ny &q :=
(q; q)n
(q; q)y (q; q)n&y
. (5.2)
Before deriving the U(n+1) extension of (5.1), we note some special
cases and motivate Chu and Hsu’s proof of Abel’s identity. To show that
(5.1) is a q-analogue of Abel’s identity (1.1), we need to specialize it
appropriately, and let q  1. In such computations, we use the limit
Lim
q  1
1&qA
1&q
=A. (5.3)
As a consequence, we have
Lim
q  1
(qA ; q)m=(A)m , (5.4)
where the rising factorial (A)m is defined as
(A)m := ‘
m&1
j=0
(A+j ). (5.5)
Here, as usual, we use the product definition (1.2). Further, note that
(1)m=m!, so when q  1, the q-binomial coefficient (5.2) becomes the
binomial coefficient.
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Using (5.3) and (5.4), we now derive Abel’s theorem from (5.1). To that
end we divide both sides of (5.1) by (1&q)m, replace z by qz and w by qw,
and then let q  1. Finally, we relabel the resulting identity w [ &w and
z [ z+w to obtain
:
m
y=0
(&1)m&y \my +
m&w
y&w
( y&w)m&y ( y+z) y=(z+w)m. (5.6)
Equation (5.6) is one way of writing Abel’s identity. By replacing w by
w+m we obtain (1.1), one of the forms presented in Riordan’s book [56,
Eq. (13a), p. 18].
Instead, if we set q  1 in (5.1), and then set z [ &z&w+1 and
w [ w+1, we obtain the binomial theorem
:
m
y=0 \
m
y + z ywm&y=(z+w)m. (5.7)
Thus (5.1) may also be regarded as yet another q-extension of the binomial
theorem.
The case w=0 and z [ 1&z of (5.1) is also of interest. In this case, we
have
:
m
y=0
(&1)m&y _my &q (&z; q)y q
( y+12 ) &my=zm. (5.8)
Equation (5.8) is also a q-extension of the binomial theorem. Moreover, it
is a statement of the transformation between two bases of the vector space
of all polynomials. Indeed, it indicates the transition matrix from the basis
[zm : m=0, 1, 2, ...] to the basis [(&z; q)m : m=0, 1, 2, ...]. The inverse
transformation is the well-known terminating q-binomial theorem [24,
Ex. 1.2(vi), p. 20]:
:
m
y=0 _
m
y &q z yq
( y2 )=(&z; q)m . (5.9)
The pair of equations (5.8) and (5.9) may be regarded as a special case
of the pair
am= :
m
y=0
F(m, y) by , and, bm= :
m
y=0
G(m, y ) ay , (5.10)
where am=zm and bm=(&z; q)m . Here, F and G are the respective trans-
ition matrices, and are thus inverses of each other. Conversely, if F and G
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are inverse lower-triangular matrices, then for any sequences (am) and (by ),
the pair of equations in (5.10) is equivalent. These two equations are called
inverse relations.
Inverse relations may also be studied from the point of view of Mo bius
inversion over partially ordered sets. From this standpoint, (5.9) may be
obtained from (5.8) by considering the poset of all subspaces of an
m-dimensional vector space over a field of q elements; see [60, Ch. 3,
Ex. 45].
Riordan devoted two chapters of his book [56] to studying inverse rela-
tions, including those which follow from Abel’s identity. Indeed, Gould and
Hsu’s inversion was partly motivated by their search for generalizations of
Abel-type inversions. Later, Chu and Hsu [20] observed that the binomial
theorem (5.7) may be inverted using the GouldHsu inversion and yields
Abel’s theorem (5.6).
We use this observation, applied to our U(n+1) extension of Carlitz’s
matrix inversion, and a U(n+1) refinement of the q-binomial theorem
from [43], to derive a U(n+1) extension of (5.1). The special case of the
U(n+1) Carlitz inversion we need is
Lemma 5.11. Let w, x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, and suppose that none
of the denominators in (5.12) vanish. Further, let F=(F(N, K)) and G=
(G(N, K)) be defined by
F(N, K)#F(N, K; An) := ‘
n
r, s=1 _ \
q
xr
xs
; q+Nr
\q xrxs ; q+Kr \q
xr
xs
qKr&Ks ; q+Nr&Kr&
_ ‘
n
i=1 _ \
1&
xi
xn
wqKi+
\1& xixn wqNi+
|K|+1& (&1) |K | (5.12a)
and
G(N, K)#G(N, K; An) := ‘
n
r, s=1 _ \
q
xr
xs
; q+Nr
\q xrxs ; q+Kr \q
xr
xs
qKr&Ks ; q+Nr&Kr&
_ ‘
n
i=1 \1&
xi
xn
wqKi+
|N |
(&1) |K | q(
|N|&|K|
2 ) (5.12b)
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with rows and columns ordered lexicographically. Then F and G are inverse,
infinite matrices, and F(N, K)=0=G(N, K), unless NiKi for i=1, ..., n.
Proof. Lemma 5.11 is a special case of Theorem 3.60. To see that, we
will multiply F and G in (3.61) by suitable diagonal matrices and obtain
the matrix inversion in Lemma 5.11.
These diagonal matrices, D1=(D1(N, K)) and D2=(D2(N, K)), are
defined by
D1(N, K) :=(&1) |N | ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
; q+Nr
_ ‘
n
i=1
‘
|N|
j=1 \1&
xi
xn
qNi aj+
&1
‘
n
i=1
$Ni , Ki (5.13a)
and
D2(N, K) := ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
; q+
&1
Kr
‘
n
i=1
$Ni , Ki . (5.13b)
With these definitions, consider the matrices
F1=D1 FD2 (5.14a)
and
G1=D&12 GD
&1
1 , (5.14b)
where F and G are the matrices in (3.61). Note that diagonal matrices mul-
tiplied on the left contribute factors that are functions of the row index N,
and those on the right functions of K.
By Theorem 3.60, F and G are inverses of each other, and thus so are F1
and G1 . Finally, note that the matrices in (5.12) are the aj [ w case of F1
and G1 . This finishes the proof of Lemma 5.11. K
Remark. For another example of the multiplication of diagonal
matrices to rewrite a U(n+1) matrix inversion, see [50]. An example in
the one-variable case is in [2].
The matrix inversion in Lemma 5.11 is applied to the terminating case
of the U(n+1) refinement of the q-binomial theorem in Theorem A6 to
find the following U(n+1) extension of (5.1):
Theorem 5.15. Let w, x1 , ..., xn , and z1 , ..., zn be indeterminate; N1 , ..., Nn
be nonnegative integers; n1; and suppose that none of the denominators in
(5.16) vanish. Then
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‘
n
i=1 \1&
xi
xn
zi+
| N |
q(
|N|
2 ) (5.16a)
= :
i=1, ..., n
0yiNi { ‘nr, s=1 _ \
q
xr
xs
; q+Nr
\q xrxs ; q+yr \q
xr
xs
q yr&ys ; q+Nr&yr&
_ ‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
wqNi
1&
xi
xn
wq yi& ‘ni=1 \1&xixn wq yi+ |N |
_\& ‘ni=1 _
1&
xi
xn
zi
1&
xi
xn
wq yi& ; q+
|y |
(&1) |N|&|y| q(
|N|& |y|
2 )= . (5.16b)
Remark. When n=1, then Theorem 5.15 reduces to (5.1). Another
q-analogue of Abel’s binomial theorem was given by Jackson [37]. Non-
commutative q-extensions are considered by Johnson [38].
Proof. We prove Theorem 5.15 by interpreting the terminating
U(n+1) q-binomial theorem as the equation
:
i=1, ..., n
0yiNi
F(N, y) by=aN , (5.17a)
where F(N, K) is defined as in (5.12a) and (aN) and (bN) are suitable
functions (5.20). The matrix inversion in Lemma 5.11 implies the inverse
relation
:
i=1, ..., n
0yiNi
G(N, y) ay=bN (5.17b)
for G as in (5.12b), which is equivalent to (5.16).
We first terminate Theorem A6 by setting c1 [ q&Ni in (A7). Next we set
z [ zq |N |, rewrite the resulting sum using Lemma A4, and simplify to
obtain
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(z; q) |N | (5.18a)
= :
i=1, ..., n
0 yiNi { ‘nr, s=1 _ \
q
xr
xs
; q+Nr
\q xrxs ; q+yr \q
xr
xs
q yr&ys ; q+Nr&yr&
_[(&1) |y | q(
|y|
2 )z |y |]= . (5.18b)
Next, we set
z=& ‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
zi
1&
xi
xn
wqNi& (5.19)
in Eq. (5.18), and rewrite it in the form (5.17a), where F is the matrix in
(5.12a), and the sequences (aN ) and (by ) are defined by
aN :=\& ‘ni=1 _
1&
xi
xn
zi
1&
xi
xn
wqNi& ; q+
|N |
‘
n
i=1 \1&
xi
xn
wqNi+
&1
(5.20a)
and
by :=(&1) |y | q
( |y|2 ) ‘
n
i=1 _\
1&
xi
xn
zi +
| y |
\1&xixn wq yi+& . (5.20b)
Finally, we use the inverse relation (5.17b), with G as in (5.12b), and sim-
plify to obtain Theorem 5.15. K
Finally, we specialize Theorem 5.15 suitably, and take the limit as q  1
to obtain
Corollary 5.21 (A U(n+1) Abel Binomial Theorem). Let w, x1 , ..., xn ,
and z1 , ..., zn be indeterminate; N1 , ..., Nn be nonnegative integers; n1; and
suppose that none of the denominators in (5.22) vanish. Then
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‘
n
i=1
(xi&xn+zi+w) |N | (5.22a)
= :
i=1, ..., n
0yiNi
{ ‘
n
r, s=1 _
(1+xr&xs)Nr
(1+xr&xs)yr (1+xr&xs+yr&ys)Nr&yr&
_ ‘
n
i=1 _
xi&xn+Ni&w
xi&xn+yi&w & ‘
n
i=1
(xi&xn+yi&w) |N |
_\1+ ‘
n
i=1 _
xi&xn+zi+w
xi&xn+yi&w&+
|y |
(&1) |N |&| y |= . (5.22b)
Proof. In Theorem 5.15, we set xi [ qxi, zi [ qzi+w, w [ q&w, divide
both sides by (1&q)n | N |, and let q  1. K
Other specializations of Theorem 5.15, corresponding to those of (5.1),
are also interesting. These may also be proved by using previous results.
Indeed, the U(n+1) extension of (5.8) may also be obtained from the
technique used to prove the Macdonald identities in [43; 50, Sect. 7].
Further, the U(n+1) extension of the binomial theorem (5.7) which
follows from Theorem 5.15 is a special case of (5.18).
Theorem 5.15 is not the only U(n+1) extension of (5.1). For example, if
we use the second terminating U(n+1) q-binomial theorem in [50, Theo-
rem 5.46], and a special case of the inversion in Theorem 3.48, we obtain
another U(n+1) extension of (5.1). This inversion is a simpler U(n+1)
extension of Carlitz’s matrix inversion. It may be obtained by first replacing
aj by aj e and d by de in (3.49), and then setting e=0. Finally, by replacing
aj by daj and multiplying by diagonal matrices, we can find a matrix inver-
sion analogous to Lemma 5.11. The rest of the analysis is similar.
APPENDIX A: BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In this appendix, we state two lemmas from [50], the U(n+1) refine-
ment of the q-binomial theorem [43, 50], a U(n+1) q-PfaffSaalschu tz
theorem [50], and a U(n+1) terminating q-Dougall summation in [46,
47, 53]. We refer the reader to previous papers by Milne for the proofs of
these results.
Recall the notation |y| for ( y1+ } } } +yn), where y=( y1 , ..., yn), and
similar notation for the vectors N and K.
We start with the key simplification in
Lemma A1. Let x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate. Suppose that no xrxs is an
integral power of q. Then
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‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
; q+yr&ys={ ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs &
__(&1)(n&1) | y | ‘
n
k=1
(xk)nyk&|y | q&e2 ( y1 , ..., yn )&
_[q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn q
(n&1)[( y12 )+ } } } +(
yn
2 )]]= ,
(A2)
where e2( y1 , ..., yn) is the second elementary symmetric function of
[ y1 , ..., yn].
Remark. A proof of Lemma A1 may be found in [50]. To prove
Lemma A1, apply the m=yr&ys , A=xrxs case of
(qA; q)m (qA&1; q)&m=(&A)m q
( m2 ) _1&Aq
m
1&A & , (A3)
where m is any integer. Equation (A2) then follows after a large amount of
elementary manipulation; see [50].
Next, we have
Lemma A4. Let x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate. Suppose that no xrxs is an
integral power of q. Then
‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
q yr&ys ; q+
&1
Nr&yr
={ ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & (&1) |y |
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns ; q+yr
\q xrxs ; q+Nr & q&(
|y|
2 ) q |N| |y| q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn= .
(A5)
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Remark. Lemma A4 appears as Lemma 4.3 of [50]. Equation (A5)
may be obtained by using (3.56) and (3.57), Lemma A1, and some elemen-
tary manipulations; see [54].
The U(n+1) refinement of the q-binomial theorem is crucial in deriving
Theorem 3.1, and also in our derivation of the U(n+1) extension of a
q-analogue of Abel’s identity:
Theorem A6 (A U(n+1) Refinement of the q-Binomial Thoerem). Let
c1 , ..., cn and x1 , ..., xn and z be indeterminate, and let n1. Suppose that
none of the denominators in (A7) vanish, and that 0<|q|<1 and |z|<1.
Then
(c1 } } } cn z; q)
(z; q)
(A7a)
= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
cs ; q+yr
\q xrxs ; q+yr&
_[q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) ynz |y|]= . (A7b)
Remark. This is the U(n+1) q-binomial theorem in Theorem 1.47 of
[43]. See also [50].
Remark. The sum in (A7b) may be terminated by setting ci [ q&Ni in
Theorem A6. In this form, we use it to derive a U(n+1) extension of a
q-analogue of Abel’s identity in Section 5.
When n=1, then Theorem A6 reduces to the classical q-binomial
theorem [24, Eqn. 1.3.2, p. 7]:
(cz; q)
(z; q)
= :
y0
(c; q)y
(q; q)y
z y. (A8)
By setting c [ c1 } } } cn in (A8), and comparing coefficients of zN of the sum
sides of Theorem A6 and Eq. (A8), we obtain, in the notation (3.7),
:
|y|=N
y1 , ..., yn0
F[c1 , ..., cn ; x1 , ..., xn ; y1 , ..., yn]=
(c1 } } } cn ; q)N
(q; q)N
. (A9)
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Equation (A9) was used in [43] to give an alternate proof of the
Macdonald identities for An . We use (A9) in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Next, we have a U(n+1) generalization of the terminating, balanced 3,2
summation theorem in
Theorem A10 (A U(n+1) q-PfaffSaalschu tz Summation). Let b, c1, ...,
cn , d and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate; N be a nonnegative integer; n1; and
suppose that none of the denominators in (A11) vanish. Then
(db; q)N
(d(c1 } } } cnb); q)N
‘
n
i=1
\xixn dci ; q+N
\xixn d ; q+N
(A11a)
= :
0|y|N
y1 , ..., yn0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
cs ; q+yr
\q xrxs ; q+yr& ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
b; q+yi
\xixn d ; q+yi&
__
(q&N ; q) |y |
((c1 } } } cnbd ) q1&N ; q) |y|
q y1+2y2+ } } } +nyn&= . (A11b)
Remark. We use Theorem A10 in the proof of Theorem 3.20. First set
b [ dc1 } } } cn , and d [ dq in (A11). Then, subtracting the N=M&1 case
of the resulting partial sum from the N=M case of this sum immediately
shows that (3.31a) is equal to (3.32).
Theorem A10 was proved in [50] by first applying the U(n+1) Bailey
transform to a U(n+1) terminating very-well-poised 6 ,5 sum, and then
using a polynomial argument.
Theorem A10 may also be obtained as a special case of the U(n+1)
extension of the terminating, balanced, very-well-poised 8 ,7 summation
theorem in
Theorem A12 (A U(n+1) q-Dougall Summation). Let a, b, c, d1 , ...,
dn , e, and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate; N be a nonnegative integer; n1; and
suppose that none of the denominators in (A13) vanish. Then
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_ \
aq
ce
; q+N \
aq
d1 } } } dn e
; q+N
\aqe ; q+N \
aq
cd1 } } } dn e
; q+N& ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
aq; q+N \
xi
xn
aq
cdi
; q+N
\xixn
aq
c
; q+N \
xi
xn
aq
di
; q+N& (A13a)
= :
0|y|N
y1 , ..., yn0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
ds ; q+yr
\q xrxs ; q+yr&
_ ‘
n
i=1 _ \
xi
xn
a; q+ |y |
\xixn
aq
di
; q+ |y |& ‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
aq yi+| y |
1&
xi
xn
a &
_ ‘
n
i=1 _ \
xi
xn
b; q+yi \
xi
xn
e; q+yi
\xixn
aq
c
; q+yi \
xi
xn
aq1+N ; q+yi&
__
(c; q) |y| (q
&N ; q) |y|
\aqb ; q+ | y | \
aq
e
; q+ |y |& q y1+2y2+ } } } +nyn= , (A13b)
where a2q=q&Nbcd1 } } } dne.
Remark. The n=1, N=n, d1 [ b, e [ d, b [ e case of (A13) is [GR90,
Eqn. II.22, p. 238]. Moreover, if we set c [ aqc, set a=0, and relabel
parameters in (A13), we obtain Theorem A10.
Remark. Theorem A12, with different notation, has already appeared in
[46, 47]. In particular, rewriting Theorem 6.17 of [46] and [47] by
replacing n by n+1, m by N, and znzn+1 by a, making the substitutions
zi=xi and q&Ni by di , for i=1, 2, ..., n, and then taking bn+1, n+2=qb,
an+1, n+1=ca, and an+1, n+2=ea, gives Theorem A12.
Theorem A12 may be formulated as in Lemma 3.26. In this form, we use
it in our proof of Theorem 3.20.
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